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ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is to study emerging ramp up scenarios in the context of
complex sociotechnical dynamic systems. These represent industrial and
manufacturing companies that are facing fierce competition due to globalization
and free trade, and the race to be in the market first with new products.
Furthermore, for every manufacturer to launch their newly designed products in
market and introduce the latest functionality attributes, or improve quality of their
products, effective and fast ramp up is necessary for capturing a good market share.
This makes the production ramp up a back bone in modern manufacturing; as its
effective management enables faster ramp-up every time a change is brought in the
quality, quantity features and fabrication at design, system and process level while
integrating systems logical and physical enablers. In this context, models of ramp
up scenario have been explored by setting up nonlinear system dynamic models in
order to understand complex trends and behaviours for large and complex systems.
Apart from that, novelty of these introduced system dynamic models is the set-up
of an analogy to understand what impact they can produce when the respective
parameters are perturbed and how this will affect the whole system and related subsystems when they together form a system of systems (SOS). Prior research has
demonstrated that variety, due to mass customization and personalization,
introduces complexity in the design as well as in manufacturing process due to
production mix. Complexity is modelled and implemented, not only at the system
and sub system levels but also at machine level and product level, by improving
design for assembly (DFA) and design for manufacturing (DFM). In the end,
sociotechnical aspects and risk assessment involving “triple bottom line” impact
factor analysis have been explored with respect to new product design by studying
utility function and trigonometry.
Finally, a comprehensive model is developed and analyzed with human behavior
core attributes by applying Porter’s theory of motivation and system dynamic. This
model highlights major impacts of motivation theory, by providing intrinsic and
extrinsic rewards impact on labor which enables an understanding of behavior
pattern of labour in relation to work assigned. Lastly, but not the least, this
dissertation has contributed and demonstrated the potential usefulness of modeling
complex industrial sociotechnical systems by using system dynamic approach for
ramp-up.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Research Background

The aim of this research is to identify and analyze those impacts which are led by
contributing factors of complexity indices in the form of industrial sociotechnical system
dynamics. The modeling changes with respect to design and process related changes
which continuously develops ramp-up processes, within the expected life-cycle, while
maintaining core aspects of production productivity and quality level. This study is
conducted in the form of several diversified case studies covering many typical stages and
aspects of manufacturing system design where the impact of ramp-up process becomes
significant e.g. economic order quantity (EOQ) and cost. The example products and
processes are diversified to emphasize that these factors are not specific to many
particular system design. The purpose of the continuous ramp-up process design is to
install the hard and soft enablers for the desired modifications in the manufacturing
process due to the consistent change in customer demands or to maintain a competitive
edge while maintaining the productivity and improving quality levels. Therefore, nonlinear system dynamic models of integrated continuous ramp-up processes and with
accurate complexity indices helps not only in producing accurate products in precise
quantities within the limits of the estimated timeline.
This research work aims at studying proactive linear models of different ramp up issues
and transforming them into system dynamic from the static models to the dynamic
models so that the evolution of the issue can be understood better in the time horizon. In
this work, various case studies also highlights the dynamics which can result from
perturbation of certain parameters and how this will affect the whole system and related
sub systems when they together form a system of systems (SOS). Next, in order to
understand the assembly complexity this can be done due to its related parts information
cognation efforts etc. But the design for assembly (DFA) principles and design for
manufacturing (DFM) are the main important issues by means of which the connections
between pairs of parts need to be reduced, firstly and later manufacturing is made. These
issues which effects production processes are worked out. From the dynamic models it
1

has been concluded that the ramp-up issues are not limited to simple issues of the
sequencing of change in assembly software, but it becomes more complex when product
data model which contains the entities and their respective attributes,

which are

commonly presented in different product description entails more complexity when they
are integrated. Besides, one concern in this regard is that different attributes of design and
geometry of the product which provide the information about certain level of tolerance
dimensions for some specific part geometry. Suppose some description is in Two
dimensional (2-D) drawings while others are in Three dimensional (3-D) drawings this
would affect the ramp-up process because of the tolerances of the different mating parts.
The higher the complexity level in the manufacturing processes is in the product design;
the higher the complexity level will be in data modeling and fabrication. On the other
hands, lower number of complex parts will result in a lower level of complexity overall.
Moreover, core issues of the ramp up like learning for product and process change,
quality and inspection, are necessary to be given focus of attention as dynamic models
makes to understand the behaviour pattern and the intensity of magnitude for different
variables and constants. This gives a more accurate model than the static model, and the
effects and feedback of the system is clearly visible. Similarly, if the labour is not
properly trained to adapt to changes and variety in the process then the good outcome will
be in doubt. It is pertinent to note the fact that the production assembly may also suffer
from reliability problems as well as the complexity and extra cost of sensors integration.
Finally, with regards to the motivation theory, and its respective impact, a comprehensive
model is introduced which highlights the major impact on the motivation with given
intrinsic and extrinsic reward to the labour. Next, in order to understand the behaviour
pattern of the labour and personality theory impact which keeps the labour motivated for
the sake of error free tasking, management has a role to boost the morale of company`s
employees and have a reward program to make the labour feel confidence as good work
is rewarded. For instance providing vacation packages, cruise trips recreation etc., or
other incentives would keep the employee confidence to grow and be satisfied. The
results of the model show us the fact that changes in behaviour and similar patterns of
behaviour will be the outcome when a particular parameter is perturbed. The intensity of
the magnitude signifies the strength of the impact on a system.
2

Figure1.1 Extended objectives of Design for 21st Century (ElMaraghy 2013).
1.2

Status Quo of Sustainable Design

Engineering design became very complex in the 21st century. It is aptly remarked by
ElMaraghy (2013) in his key note address mentioned that modern industrial design has
three (3) main pillars. These include the element of cost for profit gain. Next, is the
minimum time for maximum output and productivity by managing scheduling.
Moreover, measuring performance of the design using quality and production yields as
an indicator. These were the domains of core importance but recently a shift has been
observed to a new level of “sustainable design” into a pentagonal prism of pillars at the
base is the embedded energy which is involved in all of the extended pillars, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1. No doubt, this has invoked new risks and opportunities. But this
new representation has its own emphasis as such that the first and the foremost
importance is the environment and sustainability which are the new challenges of the 21st
century and are now part and parcel for success of any industrial design and businesses.
This is due to the growing public awareness and the government regulations and
standard. Next is the responsiveness with agility, as a matter of fact the changing
dynamics of the market dictates that the producers to act and respond to the quick
changes. Otherwise non-compliance to the environmental regulations and standards they
will be out at risk. Moreover, there is balance between the cost and benefit from products
and services which are now a liability of all stake holders as such to do the need full
accordingly in order to make the planet to be handed over to next generation without
causing harm to the natural habitat and resources. Furthermore, in this context off
course, quality and performance will remain the part of design for production and
3

reliability for the end user who is willing to pay for the product and services but an
integrated dimension of the risk focusing the triple bottom line provides the insight on
the product sociotechnical aspect. Lastly, but not the least, the social impact of the
design and services is very important and needs to be given prime consideration too,
which in fact was missing from the engineering design previously.
1.3

Status Quo of Sustainable Production

Dornfeld, (2012) states that and I quote “the driver for this big change is to include the
true cost of the production of a product from resource extraction to end of life and reuse
or recycling in the cost of the product". He explained, the fact that if the associated cost
due to social impact owing to the environment factors is added with the life cycle disposal
cost along with true cost of the embedded energy to meet all these requirements like
material labour union, then the cost of the daily utility items like air plane tickets, trains,
automobile, taxi cabs etc. actual costs can be ascertained. In other words, external factors
to the product are evolving and they are in continuous evolution invoking further
complexity. Furthermore, the complicated analysis based upon the life cycle analysis, if
performed on each product, then the system of systems (SOS) level impact could be
realized in the form of the reduced carbon foot print.
1.4

The Problem in Focus

Product development is the core phase of manufacturing research in the system domain
as the features and the quality evolves in the product so as the allied integrated systems,
as well in terms of scale, scope and functionality level. This evolution took place over
decades of research based upon competition among different competitors of similar
nature featured product which have variety of parts. In fact these features in the product
design and manufacturing process level, breeds complexity. The complexity involves in
to hard and soft enablers of the product in terms of the operational level, design level,
process level, system level and worst of all at assembly and disassembly levels which are
due to the environmental challenges attached to the product life cycle. This provides big
challenges to recovery and recycling cost. Modern manufacturing is based upon two basic
pillars of hard and soft enablers which provides the necessary support to adjust the
changeability in the product due to variety and very often due to short life cycle of the
4

product; this is achieved with ability of fast ramp up to response to market changing
dynamics. Due to tight profit margins and diverse customized and personalized, niche
markets “survival of the fastest to customer” is the philosophy behind every change in the
product. This increases not only the company`s reputation as a successful company but
also this notion that which one is to holds first the new patent claim of their new
invention and design as well. Therefore, the production ramp-up phase becomes critical
and presents continuous challenge for success of the whole enterprise operations. The
new product systems are evolved not only internally but externally as well where
response to the green markets and making good alliance with the similar supply chain
oriented companies provides the effective control of the product development for new
markets. According to ElMaraghy et al.(2012) a system of systems (SOS) emerges from
the inter action of all these systems complexities. In other words, ramp-up production has
now become a continuous process of different systems when they are integrated together
to achieve a goal then the real and imaginary complexity affects the performance of the
system. Besides these facts, the ram up complexity can be time independent and
dependent while focusing on systems according to Suh (2005).This research work is an
attempt to conduct the system dynamic based study of different sort of complexity
involved in the production ramp up process which has its roots in its evolutionary effects
resulting in to a complex dynamics

and that has further link to the dynamic in

sociotechnical domain. In other words, the effects on the sociotechnical system reflects
the better analysis if system dynamic modeling is performed in order to understand the
holistic big picture over the time domain to ascertain the effects of relative variables and
parameters involved for decision making. Geels (2004) has mentioned and as it is clear,
that there are three basic interrelated elements which are connected to perform a useful
purpose, these elements include sociotechnical systems, rules and actor interact as such
those for instance human actors and social groups and organizations are one of the core
elements. The reason is the sociotechnical systems do not work on their own, but through
the involvement of human actors and organizations. Here it is very important to note that
this research suggest the fact that human actions and the rules procedure of organization
domains are different systems which when interacts and connected for some particular
purpose forms a system of systems. Apart from that Geels (2004) describes that these
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actors operates in the context of rules. Their perceptions and inter actions are governed by
means of rules and laws. While on the other hands these rules are also developed by the
actors who carries and reproduces the rules as well. Moreover, sociotechnical systems
artifacts and material conditions form a context for actions, they infact enable and
constrain actor network theory. Furthermore, the rules are not embedded in the minds of
the actors but also in the artifacts itself as such the labour scripts. Lastly, sociotechnical
systems; artifacts and material conditions shape, rules, frames, standards etc.
interoperative flexibility is constrained by technical material possibilities.
1.5

Statement of Hypothesis of the thesis

Statement of thesis: "A system, which organizes and manages itself on scale, scope,
function and structure levels forms a complex system of systems, Non-linear system
dynamic modeling is needed to analyze and understand the very large scale product
developments which evolved into a complex sociotechnical systems".
A typical example of this large scale system is complex transportation sectors traffic
engineering system and law enforcement integrated with fine deposit to the on line
banking system for mistakes committed by a driver on the highway in low or high traffic
volume for which automated camera on the traffic signal gives a corroborated facts based
digital picture. This is the example of emergence of a very complex large scale, scope,
function and structure based sociotechnical system of new millennium. Similar analogy is
drawn in this context, while focusing the production ramp-up phase in the typical
manufacturing system, where the integration of hard and soft enablers makes the final
product in minimum time to target the market forms a complex sociotechnical system that
customers need for product development which address common issues associated with
the quality and productivity. Furthermore, variety in products due to niche market of mass
customization and personalization produces complexity in production ramp up. Finally,
the statement of the dissertation describes the fact that very large scale product evolves
into a complex sociotechnical system, which organizes and manages the interaction when
they are integrated together at function, structure, scale and scope levels. Therefore, this
forms a system of systems (SOS) which manages the emergence resulting from
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interaction of these systems that can be managed by the system properties of resilience
and flexibility at the function, structure, scale and scope level.
1.6
Research Objective
This research views manufacturing as the means to satisfy the dynamics of the market
with its ever changing capability of adjustment in terms of reconfiguration and flexibility
of its hard and soft enablers whose response to scale, scope, structure and functional level
makes the final product to reach its potential customer in minimum time. No doubt,
variety in product due to niche market of mass customization and personalization
produces complexity in production, but the change in the design and features requires to
be accommodated by the manufacturing capability of the machine tools as well as the
fabrication technique and expertise involved. This occurring change of variety of the
product on the same production line involves a continuous process of labour learning as
product and process change which occur, in hard and soft enablers or so as the integration
of the same on the existing set up produces sociotechnical complexity. Similarly, new
product development now involves the evolvable sociotechnical factors in ram up phase
and in technical parameters which are different from the Taylor's era visions. New issues
are to be considered to keep effective handling of the labour psychology for motivation to
adopt the changes in hard and soft enabler and to conduct manufacturing processes
successfully.
1.7

How the objective is to be achieved

In order to understand the crux of the issue this research focuses on developing various
case studies based on linear models by transforming them into system dynamic modeling
approach. This will describe and elaborate the long term effects of emergence and impact
due to system interaction for production ramp up for the success of the business. Hence,
ramp up phase not only provides the very insight of the forthcoming scenario but also
helps in understanding the time dependent and time independent complexities due to
integration of the hard and soft enablers. This has its roots in static and dynamic
complexity. In this context, a frame work as shown below in Figure 1.2 is being adopted
on the basis of system of systems (SOS) where as each system evolves in to separate
independent sub system but altogether functions as system of systems (SOS). Product
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Figure 1.2 Frame work for effective production ramp up.
variety and production mix produce serious affect due to competition in the market.
Product variety due to niche market of mass customization and personalization have
produced the complexity in the production at the design and process levels during the
ramp-up period. The ramp-up period has prominent sociotechnical elements which are
encountered during hard and soft enabler management and integration due to changes in
existing design and process or introducing whole new product line. Whereas the goal to
reach customer fast, while new patent is filed and also the fact before the competitor
dumps its product of the similar features in the market, requires a very quick and fast
ramp-up. The technical efforts needed to make the ramp-up appear to involve a few core
sub systems whose analysis is very vital for the production ramp-up analysis. These
include the quality and learning cost; design for assembly manual and automated feed
analysis complexity for new product introduction or change in design for quality and
safety standards etc. In this research, novel system dynamic models have been created by
transforming the static models to explore the ramp-up issues. In contrary to previous
attempts that used linear models using simple arithmetic equations which in fact shows
just one side of the state of the system and does not provides the long term holistic
projections. Apart from that, this research provides a novel approach and its
corresponding dynamic system of systems (SOS) study by finding solutions for
challenges of the production ramp-up, due to product complexity in assembly analysis;
due to relative dynamics and their effect in understanding of the system; etc. The second
key contribution is the proposal and design of novel system dynamic models to model and
understand the complexity of process and product due to economic order quantity (EOQ)
and effects of assembly complexity and their related cost.
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1.8

Organization of the Dissertation

Keeping that in mind the following are glimpse of the arguments in support of the thesis
statement and to understand the real crux of the issue. As such Chapter 2 discusses the
dynamic context and describes the systems acquiring the system engineering by limiting
its perspective in system analysis especially while designing large scale system design
which evolves into a global system of systems (SOS) for energy transportation and
communication has been discussed. Further partially designed and partially evolved
systems, characteristics of sociotechnical systems and their respective analysis and
simulation models has been presented as well. Besides, also in this context what are the
confronting challenges for sustainable market competitiveness and as well as the
manufacturing and product end of life strategy and environment. Later the crux of the
issues which involve the entropy and work in human organization are highlighted along
with the environment and resource sustainability and how the sociotechnical systems
model which is utilized in managing the dynamic business. In Chapter 3, the literature
review has been presented targeting the ramp up scenario and research gap areas to pin
down short-comes to perform further analysis and throwing light on gravity of the issues.
Chapter 4 presents the elements of effective production ramp-up analysis. It also has
expounded with the extension of the work done by the pioneers in the field by
transforming and using system dynamic approaches to understand the behavior patterns
and the affect of different parameters perturbation in the system behavior along with its
magnitude of intensity. Chapter 5 goes into more specific and pin down the major issues
related to the production ramp up with regard to the labour learning and knowledge
transfer besides the quantitative issues of the inspection and the quality for maximizing
the potential yield of production capacity. Finally, Chapter 6 is devoted for the
sociotechnical management issues related to labour psychology by describing the
motivation theory. Besides, the motivation theory remodeling of the Potter and Lawler
theory have been performed to make a case for system of systems challenges and
understanding their complexity. At the end Chapter 7 presents a summary of this project
results to-gather with the conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
MOTIVATIONS AND SCOPE
2.1

System Engineering Focus

Engineering systems are at the intersection of the engineering management and the social
sciences. Designing complex technological systems require the traditional engineering
knowledge and the awareness of societal norms. The manufacturing challenges today are
the rapid technological change, competitiveness, and relative complexity. Only planning
ahead and innovation with competitive edge is not enough, it is also required to keep
room for the unexpected changes in the plan, ability to learn and adaptability to change
with customer demands in scale and scope, state, complexity, integration, architecture,
resilience, affordability and sustainability. Social factors should also be included. Such
new product design integrated to a larger system with the tremendous complexity is aptly
described by De Weck et al. (2011) as system of systems (SOS) and so as due to
globalization a global (SOS) is also emerging.
2.2

Criticizing the Evolutionary Effects of Innovation

In context of Innovations the past century, has provided telephones, automobiles,
railways, television, etc. which are now complex systems. In fact, these products are
rapidly and continuously evolving. Next, components and technologies for the products
such as computers, cars, need to have changeability as an integral part of the development
processes. However, if the underlying infrastructure networks fail to anticipate changes, it
can result in a mismatch between technological progress and the backwardness of
infrastructure. In fact, the emergence of SOS fills the need of communication and interrelationships between various systems. Several independent systems are connected
together to perform some purpose which can also be done independently but coupling
them together represents SOS. A policy development or enforcement may not directly
affect the functionality of the product but it can affect the usability. For example, how
much load is allowed on the hanging bridge at a time to avoid fatality, etc?
2.3

Understanding the Nature of Systems and System Thinking

The systems approach has brought considerable insight and benefits to understand in
almost all fields of human endeavor. These may be of several types, including, but not
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limited to symbolic diagrams highlighting the essential features of some situation or
problem space, looking particularly at paths of communication, lack of communication,
areas of conflict, and so on. These are associated with so-called soft systems, but may be
of much wider application. These dynamic systems encourage the exploration of the
dynamic aspects of problem space, and of interacting open systems which exhibit
properties of their interactions within the simulation.
2.4

Context of System Engineering

Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary approach for a structured, disciplined, and
documented technical effort to simultaneously design and develop system`s products and
processes for creating systems to satisfy the operational needs of the customer. It
transforms needed operational capabilities into an integrated system design through
concurrent consideration of all life cycle needs. As systems become larger and more
complex, the design, development, and production of such systems or SOS require the
integration of numerous activities and processes. Systems engineering is the approach to
coordinating and integrating all acquisition life cycle activities. It integrates diverse
technical management processes to achieve an integrated systems design.
2.5

Knowledge based Complex System

ElMaraghy et al. (2012) describes that the complexity and diversity of continuously
growing engineering knowledge. All companies have organized around one or several
engineering fields to develop and manufacture devices to meet the needs of the
commercial market or of system-oriented industry. The development of interchangeable
parts and automated assembly has been one of the triumphs of the USA industries. The
convenience of subdividing complex systems into individual building blocks has a price
i.e. the complexity of integration. Each building block must fit as desired physically and
functionally with its neighbors and with the external environment. It should also produce
the exact response as expected. The physical fit is accomplished at inter-component
boundaries called interfaces. The functional relationships arc called interactions. The task
of analyzing, specifying, and validating the component`s interfaces with each other and
with the external environment is the province of the systems engineer, as described by the
Kossiakoff et al. (2003). A direct consequence of the building blocks is the concept of
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modularity. Modularity is a measure of the degree of mutual independence of the
individual system components. An essential goal of systems engineering is to achieve a
high degree of modularity with simpler interfaces and interactions. The process of
subdividing a system into modular building blocks is called "functional allocation" and is
another basic tool of systems engineering.
2.6

Analyses of a Large Scale System Design

According to De Weck et al. (2011) the core activity of the engineering discipline is the
design monument. Most engineers consider the design as the most personally rewarding
activity. As it is the human process of synthesis and integration of technical knowledge
(as oppose to analysis and decomposition, meeting the human needs) by creating actual
artifacts as well as algorithms process and systems that meet these needs. The importance
and the excitement found in engineering design involves the inherent creativity in
bringing forth truly new and useful artifacts, algorithms, processes and systems. The basic
definition of the engineering design establishes it very clearly as a sociotechnical process
because of the interaction of a human (designer) and the technology as a key enabler and
to meet human needs and wants. The sociotechnical aspect of the design in general
determines the needs, managing groups of people, etc. It also shows a significant affinity
with the broader concern of engineering systems which is beyond technical aspect of the
design alone. Furthermore, designing an engineering system involves significant
extensions to the traditional design process applied to the less complex systems. The scale
and scope is important in the design and development because with the increase of scope,
the complexity as well as the number of the opinionated people in the design team also
increases. Functionality is the critical factor in design. The increase in complexity due to
increase in scope tends to design multi-functionality which in turn increases the
complexity and another self reinforcing loop of the system in focus. Also, the structure is
critical because at smaller scale design, it is possible to ignore the layers levels and
decomposition approaches associated with the structure and attempts to architect when
scale of system increases. Inaccurate system complexity estimation and time of evolution
of sub-systems occurs with change in scale and scope affecting the legacy elements of
design and to use life cycle analysis. For a larger system there are no longer seems to be a
single design and new role and responsibilities are expected. Therefore, Siddhartha
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Figure 2.1 Evolution of Global SOS (adopted from De Weck et al. (2011))
(2010) suggests the process standardization, and to list the factors that are essential to
consider.
2.7

Evolution of System of Systems (SOS)

The term SOS appears frequently and implies the existence of distinct classes within
systems which represent distinct demands in design, development, or operation. Maier
(1998) defines the term system of system and establishes on the basis of two basic criteria
for distinguishing them from other large scale complex systems which are operational as
well as the managerial independence of the concerned system .
2.8

Emergence of Global System of Systems

The systems which have been created to help our needs such as energy, transportation
and communication, the food production, water management and health care are being
transformed by new technology and are becoming increasingly connected to each other as
shown in Figure 2.1. This is the beginning and emergences of system of systems
(SOS)where the boundaries among the systems are increasingly porous. Figure 2.1 shows
three fundamental spines which have been connected such as energy, transportation and
communication on the upper left corner while the humanity and the nature is in the
middle which means the collective human population and will and by nature the evolving
land oceans and atmosphere of our home planet. Humans play very vital role in the
natural systems as designer, operators, users, and decision makers. Learning and
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Figure 2.2 SOS Model Adopted from ElMaraghy et al. (2012)
education is the key enabler of all and long-term success. Other views that future of
engineering system will be more like a broker who will be having the ability to translate
seamlessly between the more established fields such as technology focused engineering,
management, economic, and policy. This more federated approach would at least require
to develop a common frame works and models and potentially system languages in such a
way that it will help facilitate the engineering of sociotechnical system in more
collaborative way. Lastly, the unfolding of the 21st century and the more distant future
will be shaped by our ability to understand mold and improve the complex systems which
we create in harmony with nature and with ourselves. When operating as an integrated
system, the network can exhibit network wide emergent behavior. The Model shown in
Figure 2.2 by ElMaraghy et al. (2012) describes system and systems (SOS) basis for new
product design and concludes on sustainable product and process design, which ends up
in corporate social responsibility as any activity created with intention to create a new
values in product by inciting relative complexity, which evolves in to a new system. In
fact, every human activity to create a value must also entails some entropy in atmosphere,
hydrosphere, biosphere and geosphere which in fact is the crux of the issue to sustain the
product as well as the process design by means of effective R& D. As wealth creation for
growth is the motto but not at the expense of the resources what we have and the
resources what we have to have for our future generations. This is in theory a
conservative philosophical point of view, but liberal theory of so called social justice
strongly advocates this as well.
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CHAPTER III
LITERATURE REVIEW OF RAMP-UP PLANING
3.1

Ram-up Manufacturing Conceptual Preview

The concept of ramp-up is associated largely with the change in product design and
process by means of soft and hard enablers to attain the desired production goals. The
enablers of the product and process change to happen are at hard and soft enablers. Over
the decades of research and development automation has brought numerous challenges to
the manufacturing. No doubt, the grand challenge to attain productivity and quality is
achievable but on the expense of the effective sociotechnical system only. Competition
breads the innovation so that product the cycle is becoming sharp and thin. This is due to
the fact that the product life on the shelf is reduced to minimum when a better product
than the existing ones are brought with good new features in the market. But the factors
which influence this outcome are the ramp-up phases; the shorter it is the quicker to
respond to the rapid changing dynamics of the market. Ordinarily, it is considered by the
research people that it is the technology which makes the changes to happen; but in fact it
is the people as well who educate and learn and change themselves or adopt the changes
which are inevitable due to competitiveness phenomena to survive in the market.
Processes are now complicated and machine tools hardware and supporting software
integration for adjusting every now and then changes are complex. Therefore, variety of
anything in designing of soft module as well as the assembly of the physical product
where more parts are participating is the invitation to complexity to emerge at any level
of the shop floor from material handling, scheduling of the component, etc. all together
become evolvable systems to form a complex sociotechnical system where dealing hands
have to learn to meet the desired goal and achieve the maximum output of the system. A
common observation is more a part or process remains in the system, it will create
complexity no matter what either at the structure, scope or functionality level but does
when change is inevitable due to new development in product and process design. Thus
flexibility on the part of the system is highly desirable to respond to that change with
resilience and agility. Ram-up phase is a continuous process which has to have the
effective hardware and software support. But the human element of the system is very
important to consider beside the technology element. This is because human element is
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unique and part and parcel of the system success. Cost is very challenging, more time
spend during the ramp-up means more cost burden on the product concepts provided by
Gunther et al.(2005), Dashchenko (2006), Reinhart, et al. (2007), Laurène (2010) and
Lanza and Sauer (2012).
3.2

Need for the Ramp-up

The need for the ramp-up is very simple and straight forward to survive the business
activity in the global market. Where the demand of the customer now holds the variety
needed and besides the personalization of the niche market has emerge. It is a challenge
for the competing product manufacturer to explore the change and bring the challenging
product for their customers to satisfy their need.
Therefore, ramp-up becomes the core activity of the production and manufacturing in a
sense that the first run of the production for pre full swing production volume is
necessarily involving real and imaginary complexity besides the static and dynamic
complexity at the operation and design levels. However, to cope all these it is very
imported to have a system level perspective by changing lenses of the integrated scenario
with deep rooted system thinking by complete understanding the core notions of cause
and effect. Quality and lower price does not match always but when the markets picks up
the productivity brings cost down to an equilibrium level and eventually leads to the
greater profit margins.
Better man machine interface is considered as a one big aspect of the human side of the
manufacturing but this research suggest that the learning and motivation are the real
human aspects which are sine quo none for the fast pace rapid growth throughputs ramp
up. While production is involving a product mix on the same manufacturing and assembly
line where as the parts and process or say the job design should be based with extra care.
Lean processes are good but not at the expense of the proper compensation to the man
and the machine who handles the product and process. As social capital in the form of the
trained human labour is very important, as together they create new products this fact
cannot be ignored. De Weck et al (2011).
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Figure 3.1 Complex Product/System Development Process V Model
(adopted from (El Maraghy (2009))
3.3

System Engineering Perspective of Rapid Ramp-Up

According to Koren (2010), the ramp-up is defined as "Ramp-up period" which is the
transition period of time when it takes a newly introduced system or reconfigured
manufacturing system to reach its designed, sustainable, long-term levels of production in
terms of both throughput and part quality. He also emphasizes on the fact that if the
production systems are made more reconfigurable, then this eases the task of their
functionality and layouts could be modified more frequently. It is pertinent to note the
fact the ramp-up process includes embedded stations for dimension verification and
diagnostics of the finished parts and products; as an example, the laser triangulation
sensors measuring auto-body dimensions on the auto-body assembly line for quality and
standard parts. The problem which is identified in this context is the fact that
measurements are utilized for subsequent error calibration and compensation. Moreover
partly, sensors are utilized and hence faults are detected and diagnosed to avoid
occurrence of problems on the assembly line. These issues in fact can lead to serious
quality and manufacturing problems which will surely imparts the assembly problems.
Therefore, reconfigurable systems must be designed to include product quality
measurement systems as an integral part of the system diagnosability characteristic.
Finally, ElMaraghy (2009) describes integrated process for multidisciplinary design by
using V-model by Forsberg et al. (1991) and Muller`s pyramid (Muller`s (2011)); as
shown above in Figure 3.1 where the left part shows the design phase and right part of the
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V shows the verification This holistic design frame work is very helpful in complex
product development.
3.4

Critical Literature Review and Research Gap

Previous researchers like Gausemeier et al. (2005) points out about the long ramp up time
for production system. They highlights the fact that hard and soft enabler of the
manufacturing system should be coordinated effectively otherwise the problem persist.
The author explains the core trouble areas as machinery, electronic and troubled software,
But failed to identify the back bone reasons behind it, which are design for assembly
(DFA) and design for manufacturing (DFM). However, they shed some light upon
technology up grade or design up grade, in part or feature or new user interface is one of
the aspects to cause troubles. Besides, time consuming ramp-up process is long testing of
hardware in combination with the not yet tested control software. Which is primarily a
mechatroninc issue.
Ceglarek, et al.(2004) explained the concept of time-based competition in manufacturing
and design based on a review of ongoing research related to stream of variation
methodology. But does not recognize the fact, that the variety and the market pull are
core aspects for the product accelerated acceptance by the customers. Contrary to the fact
they recognized that ramp-up stage of production is helpful in predicting misalignments
and hence determines the degree of mismatch in the assemblies, by diagnosing the root
causes of errors by means of making comparison with the components actual
measurements. But in fact, this is due to the fact that occurs due to the design installation,
maintenance and Supplier related problems. However, they had aptly pointed out the fact
that due to integration of the new feature or module of a product and process design in a
pre-production simulation, Stream of variation analysis (SOVA) is regarded as a helpful
technique. One reason for this is that it is used to investigate the individual assembly level
errors which contribute to all kinds of dimensional variations, that can result in or out-oftolerance parts and products which occurs due to design, installation, maintenance and
supplier related fluctuations and problems. Therefore, on the basis of the SOVA model
and product measurements, it is capable to recommend solutions.
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Reinhart and Wu¨nsch (2007) have explained the fact that how control software work for
two purposes, firstly in order to take over the initiative in system design and later to do
the needful of performing, those are important activities in the design process of
production equipment. The author did tried to present a concept based scalable simulation
which concludes upon a method for the economic application of virtual commissioning.
But the fact is that faster ramp up reduces the cost burden on the product and so as the
value attached to it can be translated to the customer. But this is depending upon the
software system how much that has been improved to communicate with hard ware.
Ceglarek, et al. (1995) have described a methodology for assessment of dimensional
failure attached to the automotive body. The dimensional variation of initial level of 8.5
mm to 2 mm has been studied. But their finding of the study imply that dimensional
variation reduction process should be pre established at the beginning of the product
development so that problems can be identified and corrected during pre-production
phases. This is because of the use of a portable CMM and does not rely upon the
statistical quality control and takes its own measurement.
Lanza and Sauer (2012) described an optimization technique which forecast those
personnel requirements during ramp-up by taking into account the dynamic planning
variables and organizational basic conditions. Their method calculates and supports the
decision maker to calculate the necessary manpower for every single ramp-up phase and
to realize the economic optimum. This work presented integrative simulation model that
provides scenarios for the employment of human resources at every instant of time during
the production ramp-up. This differentiates those elements which affects the integration
of time-variant factors such as like learning curves.
Von Gleich et al. (2012) has discussed the scalability of production principles for a fast
ramp-up; as well as advanced methods, processes and tools. They have presented a 3cycles approach which is used to note the unintended disturbances and deliberate changes
on the overall maturity. They have discussed also the risk during ramp up. In fact their
approach is based upon the customer gating method which is developed to reduce local
optimization and produces chain oriented behavior which makes it helpful for analysis of
different phases of a ramp-up for a new aircraft model.
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Matta et al. (2007) has presented an analytical solution for capacity planning which is
based upon Markov theory. They presented the model and the optimized solution taking
into account the effect of the ramp-up phenomenon. But their analyses prove that ignoring
the ramp-up effect in the decision process can lead to significant increases in overall
costs. In fact their solution is based on optimal boundaries representing the optimal
capacity expansion and reduction levels, which explicitly considering production rampup.
Lenflea, et al. (2007) their work is descriptive and stresses on the fact that qualitative
design should be made in the pre production phase so that later harmful effects impairs
the much needed performance and so as the envisages of changes. However, the
management functionality becomes very crucial but problems structured in this phase are
unavoidable. Moreover, the knowledge base which is acquired helps and initiates
guidance in reality. However, Lenflea, et al. (2007) research does help in understanding
the sales of the product and its related learning curve. It also imparts light on the new
product development during the design process. Next, Lenflea, et al. (2007) emphasized
on products sales and effective management of sales which in fact produces good effects
on innovation and services attached to the product concern.
Ball, et al. (2011) explored the knowledge which is specific to the capacity and learning
and reviews how current work can be combined to develop the architecture for a
modeling tool for engineering product ramp-up. This is in fact a reviewed work and looks
into the issues but failed to address the design and system level issues which are directly
influencing the shorter life cycle and increasing complexity of the product process at hard
and soft drivers where changes occur for in ramp-up phase.
Schuh et al. (2009) described the situations of the ramp up focusing on the demand of
design in developing market . Their work discusses the state of the art and strategies to
optimize the profit margin as well as complexity of business processes. Thereby, this
work has provided an insight into a link between the forecasting of labor requirements
and learning curve theory that is lacking in the literature. The critical approach addresses
key areas for successful management procedure. As such product ramp-up strategy, rampup planning and ramp-up evaluation using benchmarking technique. But it lacks the
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analysis from the complexity of evolvable design of the product and its variety affecting
the hard and soft enablers.
Next, finding of this research suggest that it has been a recognize fact that the researcher
have to ponder on specifics of the issues concerning mere identical character of the whole
ramp up process but should emphasize the planners to control the process to make
decision after the analysis of the situation. In this context notable work just purports our
attention towards the disruptions in the process; pace with which the work is
accomplished and the methodology involved there in is regarded as the core element of
the ramp up process management. Baloff (1970) and Almgren (1999 and 2000), were the
ones who have advocated the afore said factors too. Following are the some of the aspect
of the gap area analysis which is further explained as such:
(1)

That, ironically the design consideration which influences the process variation
was not the part of the study. Therefore, the DFA and DFM consideration are
one of the core of managing changeability in the design as well as the process.
On other words, the product related gap area which is now after the high tech
prototyping involves the digital and software related issues which are then
translated to the production line and enables the production. Other researchers
identified the criticality of the lead time to market and so as the involving product
quality which went under change Cohen et al. (1999) and Bayus (1997) work in
this direction is off importance. But these fundamental works also lack the core
reason to improve the inspection and the quality of the assembly in focus. Next,
in fact it is the reality check on the ground which is hardware has been the
fundamental for the quality and increasing reliability.

(2)

Moreover, High volume production has its own merits and demerits with their
given competitive market. But looking the ramp up issues related to the low
volume producer the issues are more important where the integration of the latest
stat of the art technology reflects the fact that to achieve the promising results one
have to focus on use of the sociotechnical issues in the assembly which involves
the efforts and cognitive related issues and so has to be the part of the design and
partly process issue which has been ignored.

(3)

Furthermore, the change in the process and the product design or the feature
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invokes the software to communicate with new changes with the relevant hard
ware or machine tool or jigs etc. In this regard the learning comes into action
which is a very important influencing factor for effective production ramp up.
Learning cost and learning index are the parameters which are the core elements
to understand the impact which is a very helpful tool. This research emphasizes
suggest that primary consideration for the ramp up phase is to be considered.
(4)

Finally, Sociotechnical analysis of the assembly is one of the aspect of the
production ramp up but the most important is the role of the technical
management and the labour coordination which embraces the success in the sever
shorter product life cycle which needs the continuous improvement in the design.
Therefore, labour behavior impacts, improvement and rewarding them through
intrinsic and extrinsic reward will be an added advantage for creating a winwin situation for both the employer and the employee. This research
suggests that this can be achieved through pulling the dynamic behavior by
applying the motivation theory. Financial capital is one unique perspective which
provides the soft and hard enabler to modern state of the art manufacturing. But
the human capital and its knowledge base is indeed has its own vital importance
which is lacking in plethora of the literature to study the dynamics and its impacts.

Following key words search which have been made and the results are in metrics format
these key words are as such: Life cycle of product, Frequency of ramp-up, Commonality
of the products, Plate form technology, Product Complexity, Product variety, Product
architecture and technology, Production method and technology used, and Industrial Setup. It is pertinent to mention here the fact that Dangayach et al (2001) have detailed some
of the aspect of the research and its diligence as it has been described in his work as
research methodology for classification of research, categorically the conceptual and
theoretical, descriptive, mathematical, empirical and explanatory surveys. It has been
found that there is plethora of literature which has very broad spectrum of research But
unfortunately the meaningful related papers are in dearth. In case of each of key words
there exist number of papers out of which very few were selected and their notable
contribution is presented in the tabulated form in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER IV
ELLEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE PRODUCTION RAMP-UP
4.1

Effectiveness of the Ramp–up and Automobile

Gunther et al. (2005) explained that in today's global, dynamic and competitive
environment the introduction of new products is essential for survival of the businesses.
Ramp up is considered as the cost driven procedure in the automotive industry where
changes in product are inevitable for survival in the market and remain competitive with
the peer industrial competitors. However, the new product performance can only be
achieved by combining the influence of technical product design and its complexity
along with cost drivers in production which as well as influences the potential market
price. For these reasons

European companies especially have to amplify product

customization to stay competitive. Ramp-up specific individualization potentials are
mainly generated by the ability to cope with complexity and variety. The short time of
changeover form R&D to scribes production emerges to a strategic chance for real
differentiation from competitors due to own product innovations. Lost sales profits due to
production problems in the ramp-up phase can never be compensated because of
decreased product life cycles. Thus, the proper control of production ramp-ups and
advances to an eminent success factor in automotive industry, explains the Gunther et al.
(2005).
4.2 Ramp-up Activities
Laurène (2010) has described several of the ramp-up phases but, crux of the issue
revolves around translated through the soft and hardwares to enable and produce the
desired object. Figure 4.1 shows integration of two system level aspects for the respective
purpose full outcome. In this context, the prototyping and learning phase which is, off
course, a pre-production phase and is considered the first step where model assembly is
manufactured; which is followed by the pilot production or initial run phase.
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Figure 4.1 Holistic System View of Ramp-up Production
The successful outcome of this entails the measures to make the necessary pace attainable
for the target production volume. It is pertinent to note the fact that Reinhart, et al.
(2007) points out and I quote that the 90% of the commissioning time is used for delays
and activities related to electric and control devices. Again, 70% of this time delay was
associated with errors in control software as shown in Figure 4.2. In other words, the
correction of defective control software consumes up to 60% of commissioning time or
15% of time-to-delivery.

Figure 4.2 Contribution of Control Software Systems (after Reinhart, at al. (2007))
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4.3

Elements of Modeling Effective Ramp-up Production

The ramp-up manufacturing concept is being studied by means of drawing system
analogy from the basics concept of the famous icam definition of for functional modeling
(IDEFo) model as shown in Appendix-B. In this concept formation it has been noticed
that if the feedback loop introduced then it will produce further complexity. Therefore,
simple analogy from IDEFo model basic's is drawn without imparting its level details and
feedback loops just to highlight the core areas of complexity to understanding the primary
principles of input, output along with relevant mechanism and control. Simplicity is the
essence of system engineering but not the engineering system, where every feedback loop
is made by keeping system factual position not the conceptual position as this dissertation
took liberty into explaining and to advocate its argument with novelty. In this context, it
has been found that the capital and resource investment which is paramount for every
project. However, for the business technical and social knowledge data base is essential
which requires the capital investment. In order to maintain an effective strategy for the
ramp-up, there are important controls likewise cost and quality, reliability and
productivity has to be defined productively along with respective purpose. Obviously
logical and software mechanism as well as physical and hard mechanism for the purpose
of annual yields should be included. Similarly, learning curve with the respective
mechanisms of man machine know how is very vital for the success of the system. Next,
for the purpose to obtain the stack holders investment, the business have to observe the
input of the variation in demands in a respective market segment and for creating a new
market segments, niche markets , customization and personalization for creating an
innovative new product design (NPD). In this context relevant controlling facts of make
to order , capability, customization, quality improvements, functionality tools and plant
scalability issues for target production, shorter life cycle of the product are controls which
limits the NPD beyond the manufacturing systems mechanism. The product variety and
plate form and grouping the parts on families (Group technology principles) and adoption
of other new technology and design techniques helps on enhancing the sales and revenue
or in other words the blood line of business the cash flow. The manufacturing ramp-up
system will require the input of the scalability and functionality in make to order like
scenario. But in this context, the most important is the control of maintaining the system
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balance, frequency of the capacity addition, means of external and internal capacity
control involving the machine tools and plants (hardware) flexibility, supply chain
reliability control, quality and productivity control. But, this require logical and soft
mechanism, physical and hard mechanism, flexible tools and plants, workers and
machinery. Similarly the plant capacity planning will require the input of the work in
process, inventory, modularity and variety. But, this needs to have the effective the cost
control, inventory control, market fluctuation due to dumping of a product with a low
price so that the competitor product is not picked up and becomes out of the market.
Beside this, the annual yields for forecasting and supply and demand control are vital
planning for the capacity of the plant. No doubt, short term and long term mechanism and
intermediate scale plateform based products using group technology techniques for the
manufacturing process are very vital. Now after the plant capacity planning focuses the
system economic order quantity (EOQ) for this the system input is high through put,
reliability of supply chain and agility of the system. Next the mechanism of this can be
mass customization, mass personalization and capital to provide soft and hard enablers
social and technical support mechanism for the market to introduce the product with the
new features. While the system has the controls like cost and inventory control, market
fluctuation, supply and demand, annual yields for forecasting control etc. Off course, this
will bring the turnover on current assets as input to another important system from stake
holders point of view and return on investment. The mechanism for this is obviously the
revenue be increased and so as the total assets along with the man and machine energy
consumption hours etc. Similarly, the cost of goods control, total cost of sales, cost of
inventories and account receivables have to be controlled effectively which will deliver
the total profit or gain over the stake holders investment. Knowledge base for decision
support system requires the input of systematic intelligent planning. But these decisions
are always controlled by the technological change, Business activities with other stack
holder time and cost control, quality, revenue and sales, supply chain and logistics.
However, the possible mechanism could include the skill set mechanism, collaboration
mechanism for distributed production, manufacturing and design. Better procurement of
tools and plants (hardwares), better know how about the processes involved in business
and continuous self learning, self awareness and self adaptation are means to have an
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effective mechanism for decision support system. In fact, shorter life cycle of the product,
along with customer need satisfaction controls the purpose of the ramp up process
enhancing quality with cost control are some of the other important factors avoiding the
product recalls and target through required scalable production. The ramp-up process is
initiated when errors and mistakes in the design occur and the competitors new product
getting pace in the market and it's time to bring the new features in the market otherwise
loss of sale could have happen. To overcome this, the functionality of ramp-up is to be
devised as mean to achieve goals of organization. In this regard the new product design
and process, decentralize production, tier-1 and tier-2 suppliers have to be engaged in
such a manner that maximum procurement system functionality have to be achieved.
High quality manufacturing, huge outsourcing of parts, material resource planning,
enterprise resource planning, product life cycle management, data base repositories new
product process plan with product variety are the means to achieve as a mechanism.
Besides that effective control of new metrics and respective advanced assessment tools
for emission and ecological waste control , shortest product change time, time to create
value, time to market for customer and make to order the quantity for market concerned
are some of the effective controls. Ramp-up system enablers are the initiators as input like
fluctuation of new product development launch, but the lean per unit cost control,
reconfigurable process planning, assembly process planning. Logical and soft enablers
alongside physical and hard enablers mechanisms will enable to produce the high
productivity, with high agility and high quality. Again the ramp up system
reconfiguration inputs are the high through put quality and agility which by means of
reconfigurability,

convertibility,

scalability

mechanisms

and

computer

aided

manufacturing (CAM) and computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) adjustability for
reconfigurable machine tools, reconfigurable manufacturing system and reconfigurable
assembly methods are the tools for the effective systematic planning. It is worth to
mention the fact that the cost per unit control, lead time, cycle time lean waste, reliability,
new process plan for equipment utilization facility for the feed stock and off course the
reconfigurable process planning and assembly planning are the constraint and control
which will enable through enablers to provide systematic effective tools for the
systematic planning for management decision support system. In this context related
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works of the following authors have been used and some of which are remodeled to
explain and highlight the issue in new perspective by describing with use of system
dynamics approach of Forrestor J.W.(1960) and Sterman (2000) as such notable works of
Prenting (1974), Owen (1984), Harrington (1984), Tanner, (1991) , Nof. et al.(1997),
Nof (1999), Pang (2004), Boothroyd (2005), Grover (2007), Sule (2008), Koren (2010)
and ElMaraghy H.A. et al.(2009) works on Changeable and Reconfigurable
manufacturing systems helped to understand and shape this work to transformed and
interpreted into different aspect ramp up system dynamics.
4.4

Procurement of Reconfigurable Assembly System

If considered at present set of the equipment generating 2M products/year and has limited
capacity growth to accommodate the market demands with rapid response and agility
using concurrent engineering strategy then a manufacturing manger founds himself stuck
with the capability. Therefore, in order to target to get 6M products/year the manufacturer
has to reach its plant with certain procurement amounting to $200M in investment in
reconfigurable assembly system lasting for 10 years approximately with maximum
capacity adjustment to the market rapid changing demands. However, this wills over
shoot the rate of carrying cost as well has been as noted that will rise from less than 100
to 225 dollars per product. This is something challenging which need effective supply
chain strategy to create a win-win situation in order to avoid the excessive cost which is
possible in this context the model Equation (1) from the list of nomenclature and list of
equations provided at the beginning of the dissertation, which is used for transforming
the conceptual model.
Procurement Cost
of RAS

Rate of Carrying
Cost

Annual usage
Target

Economic
Order Quantity

Price of Each
Product

Present capacity

Figure 4.3 Model for Economic Order Quantity.
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Annual usage Target
Present capacity
Price of Each Product

Economic order Quantity

Procurement Cost of RAS
(Economic order Quantity)

Rate of Carrying Cost

Figure 4.4 Key Relationship for Economic Order Quantity
Case Study # 4.1
The objective of the case study is to model the (EOQ) by using system dynamic technique
to study the behavior evolution of the results offered by the static model in this context
the system dynamic model is formulated by means of using Vensim DSS version of
modeling software. There are other software tools (See Appendix C) which provides
system dynamic functionality but Vensim DSS is used in the manufacturing settings
mostly and as such the key attribute of the model and important relationship are shown in
Figure 4.4 and the model is sketched in Figure 4.3. However, what happens behind the
sketch the modeling language codes are shown in Appendix D, changes in programming
language as well as respective control can also be made in this mode. This facility is
available only in Vensim DSS version. Therefore, now in order to use the simulation we
have to model the Equations (1) which is listed in the list of equations at the beginning of
this dissertations such that variables are defined and shown in Table 4.1 and the
respective parameter`s value and definition are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1 Variable Name and Definitions of Case Study # 4.1
Variable name
Procurement of
Assembly
Target usage
Economic
order quantity
Rate of carrying cost
Present capacity

Variable Definition
Concept defines the fact how much big system required
The customer market segment who will use the product
It is the concerned variable which is basic for investigation
it is dependable and indirect and related to the fact as to
control the inventory as how much quantity order required
to be met
The cost with which the transportation of the product
resources and its final product is being carried out.
This is the key variable which describes the current state of
the tools and plants to produce the product in question
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Consider variable parameters at the initial time the following important elements of
model to which following nomenclature is defined accordingly as shown in Table 4.2
such:
Table 4.2 Base Case Variables of Case Study # 4.1
Serial

Parameter definition and value of Units

No

CPr-RAS= Procurement cost of reconfigurable assembly

1

=34.8*10E6 with perturbation cost reduced to 200*10E6
2
3

EOQ =Economic order quantity

4

RCC

=Rate of carrying cost=0.0036*1/100*EOQ

5

P pr

=Price of each product=15.5*10E3

6

P Cap =Present capacity=8.75*10E3

Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
Tf=10
Units=years
Time Step:
dT  0.125

Any instant T:
……………........…………………………..……………….. (4.1)
Where
Therefore the economic order quantity (EOQ) at the final time Tf in terms of products per
year can be obtained from the expression given in equation (4.2) below :
Tf

EOQ(Tf )   {[(CPR  RAS  Ause  T  RCC )  Ppr ] ^1/ 2, Pcap}  dT  EOQ(Ti)........................(4.2)
Ti
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Figure 4.5 Price of Each Product.
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Figure 4.6 The EOQ at Current State
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Figure 4.7 Rate of Carrying Cost.
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Figure 4.8 The Present Capacity.
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Figure 4.9 EOQ change in Behavior
Figure 4.5 , 4.6 ,4.7 and 4.8 are the base run or current condition of the system behavior
display where we assume the price as defined in the parameter definition. We have
observed that the system has the consistency in the price tag of the product while the
EOQ is maintained. But the EOQ changes as the demand increases. Suppose it is from
2M to 6M what is the support available to extend the capacity or otherwise. In this
context, when the system parameters are perturbed to see the behavior then it is observed
that the carrying cost of the system which also jumps to a significant amount as shown in
the Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.10 Rate of Carrying Cost change
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1

2

It is understood that it will not be the EOQ fluctuation as shown in Figure 4.10 needs
adjustment but also other relevant issues will also be affected for instance the rate of
carrying cost aspect of supply chain which shows the behavior pattern in case of the
perturbation there off. However, Figure 4.11 shows the multivariate results and Figure
4.12 shows individual traces of the sensitivity which not only validates the model but also
reflect the dynamic behavior pattern and their respective perturbation accordingly 75%
value in green and 95% value is achievable in blue as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 Multivariate Simulation Results
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Figure 4.12 Individual Traces Simulation Result
Case Study # 4.2
As we observed that in order to meet the demand, we have to introduce a new model and
make necessary adjustment to find out the fact that what will be the best fit for our
analysis to provide a decision as such how much are the number of machines will be
required to meet the target. In this context, Equation (2) from the list of nomenclature
has been used for transforming the conceptual model as such as shown in Figures 4.13
and 4.14.
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Time required to
Complete the Parts
Time Required to
Complete the Task
Daily Demand of
Parts

Machine Reliability
for Production

Number of
Machines
Required

Figure 4.13 Model Number of Machines required for Manufacturing

Time required to complete the Parts
(Number of Machines Required)

Daily demand of Parts

Machine reliability for Production

Number of Machines Required

Time Required To Complete The Task

Figure 4.14 Key Relation for Number of Machine Required for Manufacturing
Table 4.3 Variable Definition for Case Study # 4.2
Variable name
Daily demand of parts
Time required to complete the
Task
Time required to complete the
parts
Machine reliability for
production
Daily demand of the parts

Variable Definition
Parts variable required to be produced a slider can increase the
quantity to describe the impact
The task completion is an independent variable perturbation of
which describes the impact on the whole system.
This is the variable which describes the completion of the
entire operation on a job blank.
This variable describes the fact that how much is machine
reliability is assured before a break down occur.
This is the variable key variable which describes the current
state of the tools and plants to produce the product in question

Let us consider for the model the fact that firstly take the variable definition from the
above Table 4.3 and then model formulates as follow
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
Tf =100
Units=Weeks
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Time Step:

dT  0.5

Any instant T:
………………………………………………………………. (4.3)
Where
Consider that at the initial time the following important elements of the model according
to which following nomenclature is used for parameters and their respective definition
and the value of the variable as defined for the base case as shown in Table 4.4 and
Equation 4.3
Table 4.4 Base Case Variables of Case study # 4.2
Serial No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Parameter definition and value
Daily demand of parts=DD-PARTS =500 with the initial time Ti and given
units of parts.
Time required to complete the task=TCOMP-TASK=10 with the initial time Ti
and given units of Sec.
Time required to complete the Parts=TCOMP-PART=12, with the initial time Ti
and given units of parts,
Machine reliability for production= RELM/C-PROD=1,with the initial time Ti
and given units of m/c.
Number of machines required=No-M/C-REQ, with the initial time Ti and given
units of m/c
(Daily demand of parts)DD-PARTS =500/ (Time required to complete the
Parts) TCOMP-PART, DD-PARTS =500/TCOMP-PART
(Machine reliability for production) RELM/C-PROD=1*(Number of machines
required) No-M/C-REQ

Following expression gives us the relation at the final time for number of machine
required as shown in equation (4.3)
Tf

No  M / C  REQ(Tf )   [( DD  PARTS )  1/ RELM / C  PROD  1/ TCOMP  TASK ]  dT  No  M / C  REQ(Ti)....................(4.3)
Ti
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Figure 4.15 Numbers of Machines for Similar Part Family.
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Figure 4.16 Reliability of the Machines.
From Figures 4.15 and 4.16 it is clear that for similar part family if more machinery is
required then in that case the same must be reliable in order to achieve the goals.
Similarly Figures 4.17 and 4.18 shows the multivariate and individual traces of the
simulation models. This does not only validate our model by showing us the same pattern
but also suggest big picture for our extended understanding. Next, In this regard as such
provided that current parameters if kept intact then 50 % , 75 % and 95 % numbers of
machines will be required as shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18.
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Figure 4.17 Results of Multivariate Simulation.
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Figure 4.18 Results of Individual Traces Sensitivity
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Figure 4.19 Modeling Dynamics of the Finished Goods to Customer
Case Study # 4.3
Before going any further for analysis we go back to our previous model of case study 4.1
and make few adjustment and try to understand the behavior pattern of the with the
dynamics of finished goods reaching to the customer in this context new model as shown
in Figure 4.19. The model has been developed to consider the modeling Equations (1 and
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3) whose variable definitions are given in Table 4.5 and respective parameters defined
with their units values in Table 4.6.
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  54

Units=Weeks
Time Step:
dT  0.125

Any instant T:
…………………………………………………….……… (4.4)
Where
Table No 4.5 Variable Names and Definition for Case Study # 4.3
Variable name
Carrying cost

Variable Definition
The cost with which the transportation of the product resources
and its final product is being carried out.

Daily holding cost

This is the variable which is very important and is the core to
understand the lean manufacturing concept as of the just in
time. If the inventory of the raw material or finished product is
increased before the shipment or during production task delay
due to break down of T& P, etc. that could causes extra burden
on the total cost.
This is the cost which is necessarily if the cost assumed to be
incurred on the part but variation of this produces adverse
affects as well.
It is the concerned variable which is basic for investigation. It is
dependable and indirect and related to the fact as to control the
inventory as how much quantity order required to be meet
This is the variable (key variable) which describes the current
state of the tools and plants to produce the product in question

Cost per part
Economic order quantity
Daily demand of product
quantity

Table 4.6 Base Case Variables of Case Study # 4.3
Serial No

Parameter definition & Value

1

FCOi=Initial fixed cost per order

2

CC=Carrying cost =$200
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3

DDP=Daily demand of the products quantity=100*1/7

4

DHC=Daily holding cost =4

5

Cpart=Cost l /part=5

6

REOQ =Rate of demand by customer for EOQ=100 products

7

EOQ=Economic order quantity

8

FGCus = Finish goods to customer

Therefore the economic order quantity (EOQ) at the final time Tf we can have in terms of
given units of products quantity per week we have the relation as shown in Equation
(4.5) as such :
Tf

EOQ(Tf )   [( FCOi  RDCus )  (1/ DHC ) ^1/ 2  Cpart  FGcus]  dt  EOQ(Ti)..............(4.5)
Ti

Similarly, rate of demand by the customer can be given from the expression in units of
products/week REOQ and Rate of demand by customer for EOQ=1* DDP=Daily demand
of the products quantity.
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Figure 4.21 EOQ Estimate.
It is found that the present capacity can dispatch the finished goods to the customer with
maximum perturbation in EOQ to a level of about 150 products per week as shown in
Figures 4.20 and 4.21 above. There is no significance change in EOQ and so Figure 4.22
shows that the same amount of finished goods to customer will be available because
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Figure 4.22 Finished Goods Pattern to the Customer
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Figure 4.24 Individual Traces of Multivariate Sensitivity.
the capacity and capability limitation for which we need to put real efforts enhancing the
production capacity. Similarly, Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the sensitivity analysis results
of model by validating the model as such the behavior pattern appears in multivariate and
their individual traces are the same. At this juncture we do final analysis for total cost for
attaining a certain level of the EOQ and for this purpose we use the following model
whose important relations are shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 as such bases for Case
Study # 4.4:

(Total Costof All Parts)

Cost of All Parts
Cost per part

Total Costof All Parts

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Daily Demand of Products Quantity
(Daily holding cost per part)

Economic order Quantity

Finished Goods to Customer

Total With holding Cost

Fixed Cost Per Order
(Total With holding Cost)

daily holding Cost

Daily holding cost per part

Figure 4.25 Key Relations of the Model
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Figure 4.26 Modeling Integrated Aspect for Meeting the Target
Case Study # 4.4
Now this brings us again to the situation where as we have to re-model the problem
incorporating a different aspect by re-defining the variables and making total cost of all
parts, EOQ and total with holding cost for increase in production volume entails the
inventory issues which are very important to be analyzed as such shown in the Figure
4.25 with key relations in the context. Now, we are sketching the model as shown in
Figure 4.26 for the simulation results.
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  54

Units of time= Week
Time Step:
dt  0.25

Any instant T:
……………………………..………………………………. (4.6)
Where
In this context the variable definition and the nomenclature used in this case study is
shown in Table 4.7 and parameter`s definition and respective values are shown in Table
4.8.
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Table 4.7 Variable Name and Definition for Case Study # 4.4
Variable Name
Cost per parts
Daily demand of product
quantity
Fixed cost per order
Total cost of all parts
Daily demand of product
quantity
Daily with holding cost

Variable Definition
Cost of the parts is a variable which fluctuate
according to the cost of the processes and labour
machine hours involved there in.
This variable defines the perturbation of the demand
if occurred what effect will be the outcome on the
system
This is also a variable the cost of which is usually
fluctuates with other influencing variables.
It is the major variable which is dependable on the
variation of other variables its projection results in
the total system behaviour change.
The fluctuation of this variable effects the associated
other variable values demand changes, capacity and
labour machine requirement utilization that affects
the system.
This is the variable which is very important and is
the core to understand the lean manufacturing
concept as of the just in time. If the inventory of the
raw material or finished product is increased before
the shipment or during production task delay due to
break down of T & P etc causes extra burden on the
total cost if this is perturbed.

Table 4.8 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4.4
Serial

Parameter definition and unit value

No

1
2

Cost per part=CP-parts =5 , with units of dollar/product
Daily demand of products quantity= DD-PrQ = 100, with units of
product/week

3

Daily holding cost per part=CDW-holding =4, with units of dollars/week

4

Fixed cost per order= Cfixed-Or =200, with units of product /week

5

Rate of demand by customer=RD-Cus =100
products/week

6

Total cost of all parts=CT-parts

7

Cost of all parts= CA-parts

8

Daily demand of products quantity= DD-PrQ

9

Fixed cost per order= Cfixed-Or
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with the units of

10

Total with holding cost=CTW-Holding

11

Economic order quantity =EOQ

12

Finished goods to customer=Gf-Cus

13

Rate of demand by customer=RD-Cus

Similarly at the initial time given units known values are as shown in Table 4.8 above ,
Next, it is important that at the initial time we have following relations as well with their
respective units products /week.
(Shipping daily cost) CD-Shipping = (Total shipping cost) CTshipping (rate of daily Shipping
cost) R-CD-Shipping
CD-Shipping = CTshipping × R-CD-Shipping
(Finished goods to customer) Gfinish-Cus

=

(Rate of demand by customer) RD-Cus –

(Economic order quantity) EOQ
Gfinish-Cus = RD-Cus – EOQ
Now, the total cost of all parts at the final time Tf and the units of dollars/week are
estimated by Equation (4.7).
Tf

CA 

parts (Tf )

  [(Cp 

parts

 DD  Pr Q)  CT

 parts

]dT  CA  parts (Tf )(Ti ).........................(4.7)

Ti

Similarly total with holding cost at the final time Tf with the unit cost of dollars/week is
estimated by Equation (4.8).
Tf

CTW  holding (Tf )   [(CDW  Holding  EOQ)  1/ 2  CDW  Holding )]dT  CTW  holding (Ti)................(4.8)
Ti

Now finally the Economic Order Quantity(EOQ) can be calculated by Equation (4.9) as
such that at the final time Tf and the units of products / week is
Tf

EOQ (Tf )(Tf )   [(Cfixed  or  DD  Pr Q)  (1/ CDW  Holding ) ^ 1 / 2  Gfinish  Cus]dT  EOQ(Ti)...................(4.9)
Ti
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Figure 4.27 Daily with Holding Cost.
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Figure 4.28 Total with Holding Cost
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Figure 4.29 Economic Order Quantity.
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Figure 4.30 Total Cost of All Parts.
The results of the modeling reveals that (from Figure 4.27 and 4.28) that daily demands
will remain stable till a big change occur which we have checked by perturbing the
behavior but this results are in same behavior pattern without bringing any significance
except in magnitude, which also depicts the withholding cost of goods to be stable
provided that EOQ involved is also remain in a stable state as demonstrated in Figures
4.29 and 4.30. Whereas the EOQ is perturbed from its current state to the desired increase
in daily demands which resulted in higher products to be produced per week. Therefore
this reflects the next figure where as the surge in the daily demands of the parts will
increase the cost of the parts in terms of dollars spend per week.
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Figure 4.31 Total Cost of all Parts Multivariate Simulation
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Figure 4.32 Total Cost of All Parts Individual Traces
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Figure 4.33 Total with Holding Cost Multivariate Result
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Figure 4.34 Total with Holding Cost Individual Traces
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Figure 4.35 EOQ Multivariate Sensitivity .
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Figure 4.36 EOQ Individual Traces of Sensitivity
However, the total amount jumps from one stable level to the next higher stable level of
magnitude as per daily increase in demand in focused as shown in Figure 4.29. Now from
Figures 4.30,4.31,4.32,4.33,4.34,4.35 and 4.36 show the sensitivity of multivariate and
individual traces which not only validates the model but also provides us the big picture
of the system as well. The distribution projects and the curve indicates that in about 0-3
weeks the saturation occurs and there is no more further increase except it becomes
stable, provided for the variable parameter remains within same random limit which was
intrinsic to the system. The multivariate Monte Carlo simulation run suggest that for the
given random variables the system behavior is the same which validates the model and
alongside depicts the fact that lower bound and upper bound random variables projects
the distribution in early couple of week or so, say 5 days where as the 75% to 95%
variation can occur accordingly in nearly all level variables resulting in goal seek
behavior showing negative exponential growth.
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Figure 4.37 Modeling Integrated with Shipping and Overall Cost
Case Study # 4.5
This scenario compels us to model the problem as shown in Figure 4.37 in a way that it
should also encompasses the total shipping behavior which in turn will give a big picture
while we model the rate of overall cost. So for this purpose to remodel the following
equations (1) to (4) in the list of equations in the beginning to make the simulation run for
the results for our base case with the variables as define in Table 4.9 besides the
parameters are defined and their respective values are shown in Table 4.10. In this context
remodeling has been made to study the integrated dynamic effects of the system as such :
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  54 Seconds

Time Step:
dt  0.25

Any instant T:
…………………………………….....……………………. (4.10)
Where
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Table 4.9 Variable Names and Definitions for Case Study # 4.5
Variable Name
Overall cost

Cost per parts
Daily demand of product
quantity
Fixed cost per order
Total cost of all parts
Daily demand of product
quantity
Total with holding cost

Total shipping cost

Variable definition
This is the system main variable which shows the
behaviour of the system as a whole in terms of cost. It is
a dependable variable as this depends upon other
integrated variables which are associated as a cost
factor to the system concern.
Cost of the parts is a variable which fluctuate according
to the cost of the processes and labour machine hours
involved there in.
This variable defines the perturbation of the demand if
occurred what effect will be outcome of the system
This is also a variable the cost of which is usually
fluctuates with other influencing variables.
It is the major variable which is dependable on the
variation of other variables its projection results in the
total system behaviour change.
The fluctuation of this variable effects the associated
other variable values demand changes, capacity and
labour machine requirement utilization affects the
system.
This is the variable which is very important and is the
core to understand the lean manufacturing concept as of
the just in time. If the inventory of the raw material or
finished product is increased before the shipmen or
during production task delay due to break down of
hardware etc causes extra burden on the total cost if this
is perturbed.
The shipping cost includes the transportation of the
finished goods.

Table 4.10 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4.5
Serial No

Parameter definition and Unit value

1

Total cost of all parts=CT-parts

2

Total shipping cost=CTshipping

3

Total with holding cost=CTW-Holding

4

Overall cost=Coverall

5

Rate of daily shipping cost= R-CD-Shipping

6

Fixed cost per order= Cfixed-Or

7

Daily demand of products quantity=DD-PrQ

8

Economic order quantity=EOQ
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9

Shipping daily cost=CD-Shipping

10

Daily holding cost=CDW-holding

11

Cost per part=CP-parts

12

Cost of all parts= CA-parts

13

Overall cost=CO

14

Total cost=CTotal

15

Daily holding cost per part=CDW-holding

16

Rate of demand by customer=RD-Cus

17

Finished goods to customer=Gf-Cus

18

Rate of daily shipping cost=R-CD-Shipping=1, with units of
dollars/week

19

Cost per part=CP-parts =5, with units of dollar/product.

20

Daily demand of products quantity= DD-PrQ =100*1/7, with units of
product/week

21

Daily holding cost per part=CDW-holding=4, with units of
dollars/week

22

Fixed cost per order= Cfixed-Or =200, with units of product /week

23

Rate of demand by customer=RD-Cus=100,with the units of
products/week

Now let us consider that at the initial time with their respective units as such mentioned
with their parameter value in Table 4.10 Similarly at the initial time following are the
relations as such explained below
(Cost of All Parts) CA-parts = (Total Cost of All Parts) CT-parts , with given units of dollars/
products
CA-parts = CT-parts
Similarly, (Daily holding cost per part) CDW-holding = (Total with holding Cost) CTW-Holding
with units of Dollars /week
CDW-holding = CTW-Holding,
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Also (Overall Cost) Coverall = (Total Cost) CTotal with units of dollars /week
Coverall = CTotal
Next it is important that at the initial time we have the following relations as well with
their respective units products /week
(Shipping daily cost) CD-Shipping = (Total shipping Cost) CTshipping (Rate of daily shipping
cost) R-CD-Shipping
CD-Shipping = CTshipping × R-CD-Shipping
(Finished goods to customer) Gf-Cus = (Rate of demand by customer) RD-Cus – (Economic
order quantity) EOQ
Gf-Cus = RD-Cus – EOQ
Now for calculating the values for the final time Tf we have the respective units of
dollars/week as expressed in Equations (4.11,4.12,4.13 and 4.14)
Tf

CT (Tf ) 

 [(CTparts  CTshipping  CTw  holding )  Coverall ]dT  CT (Ti)..............(4.11)

Ti

Tf

CA 

parts (Tf )

 [(C



p  parts

 DD  Pr Q )  CT

 parts

]dT  CA 

parts

(Ti )....................(4.12)

Ti

Tf

CTshipping (Tf ) 

 [(C

p  parts

 DD  Pr Q )  EOQ)  CD  Shipping ]dT  CTshipping (Ti ).......(4.13)

Ti

Tf

CTW

 holding (Tf )



 [(C

DW  Holding

 EOQ )  1/ 2  CDW

 Holding )

]dT  CTW

 holding

(Ti)...................(4.14)

Ti

Now finally the economic order quantity (EOQ) can be calculated from the Equation
(4.15) as such that at the final time Tf and the units of products /week.
Tf

EOQ (Tf ) 

 [(C

fixed  or

 DD  Pr Q )  CDW

 Holding ) ^

1/ 2

 Gfinish  Cus ]dT  EOQ (Ti )...................(4.15)

Ti

If the daily demand is increased from 100 products to the 400 products then for this
purpose the perturbation will give us the following results shown on Figures (4.38) and
(4.39) as such:
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Figure 4.38 EOQ with Daily Demand Fluctuation.
From Figures 4.38 and 4.39 it is clear that change in the daily demand from say base run
level to the 150 products per week, the total cost of all parts will increase significantly as
shown in Figure 4.40.
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Figure 4.39 Total Cost of All Parts
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Figure 4.40 Total Cost of All Parts.
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Figure 4.41 Total with Holding Cost.
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Figure 4.42 Total Shipping Cost
As described that the perturbation in the daily demand to increasing level as shown in
Figures 4.41, 4.42 and 4.43 trend can result in the significant change in the magnitude of
the total shipping cost and so as the overall total cost with a significant amount.
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Figure 4.43 Total Shipping Cost
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Figure 4.44 Total Cost of All Parts Multivariate Sensitivity
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Figure 4.45 Total Cost of All Parts Individual Traces
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Figure 4.46 EOQ Multivariate Simulation
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Figure 4.47 EOQ Individual Traces result.
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Figure 4.48 Total Shipping Cost Multivariate Sensitivity
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Figure 4.49 Individual Traces of Total Shipping Cost
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Figure 4.50 Total with Holding Cost Multivariate Sensitivity
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Figure 4.51 Total with Holding Cost Individual Traces
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Figure 4.52 Total Cost Multivariate Sensitivity.
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Figure 4.53 Daily Demand Individual Traces Sensitivity result.

This behaviour is quite visible in Figures 4.42 and 4.43 which show us the fact that
dominating aspect in terms of cost is shipping cost aspect. As no matter which parameter
is changed or variable is arranged this system will show and exhibit the same result
patterns. Therefore, this is the point that today supply chain and shipping cost are the
main key performance indicators (KPI) for the success of the business. As system gives
sensitivity analysis results in Figures 4.44 through Figures 4.53 which not only validates
the model but also give us the sensitivity at multivariate and individual traces level for
having big picture and broader understanding horizon.
4.5

Sociotechnical Aspect of Assembly Process

As we move in to post industrial information and knowledge revolution, we find
ourselves in a never ending continuous competitive development and ramp up for change
in design and in process of production. Therefore, dynamism in the reconfigurable
manufacturing system is the means to answer the newest market demands with agility.
The flexibility of the manufacturing system was considered an aspect but reconfigurable
manufacturing is the only way to cope with the customization and personalization market
segments in the same production settings. But, it has been noticed that although the
assembly processes become more and more automated, but the involving efficiency
depends upon the range and degree of integration of effective integration of logical and
soft enablers and physical and hard enablers. This partly depends upon the degree of
human involvement and partly dependence on the process used for making of the artifact
in question. No doubt, the fact that it is impossible for even human skilled operator as an
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element of production to give satisfactory performance all time. One reason is stated in
this context is very cogent which is that they are inconsistent, unreliable, and expensive.
Therefore, the assembly system start depletion the sense of judgment, dexterity, strength,
and flexibility, which is not uniform and consistent so it fades as the time possesses.
According to ElMaraghy et al. (2003), effort is a function of physical or cognitive
element that influences the task effort. In the following are the steps which include
physical and cognitive elements of each component or process-related factors which are
recognized for understanding the sociotechnical aspect of the assembly as such:
4.5.1 Physical Elements Related Issues
Some factors in the component and process-related complexity physically affect the effort
amount. In the following section, first it describes the component related factors, and then
the process related factors. Component related include the part geometry, surface
specification, physical and material properties which are heavily and thoroughly assessed.
4.5.2

Assembly Process Related Issues

Here this category involves the tools/fixtures, relativity, assembly direction, joint
positioning, part support, part stability, fastening type and required force and part
stability.
4.5.3 Cognitive Elements Related Issues
Some factors in the component and process-related complexity cognitively affect the
effort amount. In the following section, first we describe the component related factors,
and then the process-related factors. Component related involves the part symmetry, like
α-symmetry and β-symmetry and DFA method, assembly process related factors involve
all the elements related to assembly operation, except for part relativity factor, that
cognitively affect the assembly effort. A mathematical model as shown in Equations (4.16
and 4.17) are used to assess the assembly efforts is described in thesis of Shokori (2008)
and later also applied by Ali-Qureshi (2011) as well for engineering analyses. After
defining the handling, alignment, and insertion effort for all parts, the relative effort of
assembly have been calculated for understanding the assembly system and finally
applying DFA for ascertaining complexity in relative effort of assembly. As such after
formulation of assembly complexity metric,
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Figure 4.54 Isometric Drawing of Lead Acid Battery with parts
(modified and adopted from Bart H. (2004))
the metric is analyzed based on its sensitivity to changes in different influencing
elements. Figures 4.54 above illustrate the reaction of assembly complexity with respect
to changes in the number of components, diversity of the components, and assembly
effort, respectively. In this analysis, the elements are assumed independent. In other
words, changing one element does not affect the other elements. Complexity index for
pre-DFA and post-DFA analysis have been performed. However, for each part separate
calculation has been made accordingly by Ali-Qureshi (2011), equations as listed in
Nomenclature which illustrates the linear model Equations (13, 14 and 15) which are used
to perform the analysis which later is transformed in to system dynamic model to study
the behavior and its impact on the system from the equations as shown in nomenclature
listed in the beginning we have :
..................(4.16)
where RE ff = 0.7266,
Dassy = n/N-1=1/11-1=0.09-1= 0.91
And H=log2(N+1) = 2.48 ,
Now by calculating and putting the values we get
Cass=[09.1+0.7266]*2.48=4.
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Figure 4.55 Modeling for Assembly Complexity Index
................(4.17)
where RE ff = 0.40236,
Dassy = n/N-1=1/7-1=0.1428-1= 0.85And
H=log2(N+1) = 2.079,
Now by calculating and putting the values we get
Cass=[0.85+0.4036]*2.07 = 2.606
Case Study No-4.6
Now transforming Equations (12-15) from the List of nomenclature equations and
modeling to understand the behavior of the system using system dynamics. In order to
look in to the crux of the issue deeply we model complexity with as variables are shown
in Figure 4.55 the attribute variable and definitions are presented in Table 4.11 and their
respective parameters definitions and values are shown in Table 4.12 and presented in
Equations (4.16) and (4.17) for analysis of dynamics and evolutionary affect on the
system behavior which is under focus of study. Let us consider following for modeling
the facts as firstly we take the
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
Tf  5
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Time Step:
dT  0.25

Units of time =Year
Any instant T:
………………………………………………………………. (4.18)
Where
Table 4.11 Variables Definition for Case Study # 4.6
Variable name
Assembly Complexity
Index
Number of assembly /
sub assembly
Efforts ratio
Total number of parts
Part information

Variable Definition
This variable is very important and dependable on
associated variable But important is the fact that property of
this variable affects the whole system in such a way that it
predicts the major behaviour of the whole system
This variable refers to the modular sub assembly parts
which are in itself has important impact factor more parts in
the top assembly produces more complexity.
This variable is the core in such a way that it is direct and
provides effective impact on the whole system as more
efforts are made, means more complexity is indeed there.
This variable reflects in the assembly complexity as such if
it has more parts in the assembly system this means it will
affect on the system.
The complexity of information can affect the system
behaviour as well , more complex design has more complex
information which down the road affect the output of the
system

Table 4.12 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4.6
Serial
No

Parameter definition and Unit Value

1

Total number of parts=TPARTS =0.91 ,with given DMNL units

2

No of assembly/ sub-assembly=NASS=1 , with given DMNL units
Design for DFA =DDFA

3

Ratio of efforts made=REFFORT=0.7266

4

Assembly complexity index= ASS-COMPLEX-INDEX

5

Part Information =PART-INFO =2.48
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Therefore the Design for Assembly (DFA) value we can have for the initial time Ti from
the following relation with given DMNL units.
(Design for DFA)DDFA = (No of Assembly/ Sub-Assembly) NASS*1/ (Total number of
parts) TPARTS ; DDFA = NASS*1/ TPARTS
Now for finding the complexity index at the final time Tf with given dimension less units
(DMNL) units we have the following Equation (4.19) as such
Tf

ASS  COMP  INDEX (Tf )   [( DDFA  REFFORT )  PART  INFO]* dT  ASS  COMP  INDEX (Ti)...............(4.19)
Ti
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Figure 4.58 Individual Traces of Assembly Complexity Index
As we see, the behavior of the system from Figure 4.56 as such that the logistic curve
appears to show us the fact that the more we change the variables parameters it affects the
resulting magnitude of the assembly complexity. As it can be notice from Figure 4.56
when sub assemblies are reduced and also more ratio of the affords means more parts
same as more sub assemblies which will in turn affect the complexity index magnitude by
increasing trend from the lower level towards higher level. And as such we can conclude
that higher index which means higher complexity. Which is also evident from sensitivity
analysis of multivariate and individual traces that perturbation in the variable values will
result in higher magnitude of complexity as shown in Figures 4.57 and 4.58. This does
not only validates the model but also provides the broader perspective of the system.
Case Study # 4.7
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Average cost per station in the Machine assuming one station per part
Down Time fractions per shift
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Figure 4.59 Key Attributes of Unit of Assembly Cost for Fixed Automation
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Figure 4.60 Modeling Sketch of Unit Assembly Cost for Fixed Automation.
Now, at this point, this research consider which type of the cost will influence more when
it comes to the assembly of the parts in case of fixed automation then in this regard we
have the following key variables and parameters from the Equations (5 to 11) concepts as
listed in beginning of the dissertation. Model and key attributes relations are shown in
Figures 4.59 and 4.60. Besides, the variables are defined in the Table 4.13 and the
parameters of the base case are define in Table 4.14.
Table 4.13 Variable Name and Definition for Case Study # 4.7
Variable name
Annual labour cost

Variable Definition
Labour or man hours on machine tools for completion of a
given task.

Annual production volume

This is a volume of products required to be produced per
year. Usually, it is the target goal to be achieved.

Assembly time per part of the
Component
Number of hours per shift

This is the time which is required to be worked out for modular
assembly part.

Production yield

Percentage of the product passed and cleared by the
quality and inspection.

This is the number of hours in the shift which is required

Table 4.14 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4. 7
Serial No

Parameter Definition and unit values

1

Annual production volume=

2

Average cost per station

with units of products / year
units of

dollars
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3

Down time of the machines

4

Efficiency of operator= EmO=98*1/100

5

Cost of machine /year=CmY=10000 in dollars /year.

6

Percentage of the acceptable products= Yields=Y=96*1/100

in minuts

Let us consider for the model the facts that firstly we take the
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  10 years
Time Step:
dT  0.125

Any instant T:
………………………………………………………. (4.20)
Where
Whereas let us consider the annual production volume supposedly is in initial time in
terms of product per year are as such

Whereas it is assumed that the average cost per station in the machine one station per part
is given as in terms of initial time and units of dollars as such
.
Let us assume that the down time of the machines initial time in terms of units of minutes
are assumed as per shift then we have
Let us assume that the efficiency of the machines operator in terms of percent at the initial
time is given as efficiency of operator= EmO=98*1/100
Let us also assume that the machine maintenance cost which is necessary and budgetary
allocation for this purpose is considered at initial in terms of dollars as such cost of
machine /year=CmY=10000 dollars
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Similarly, consider the percentage of the acceptable products at the initial Time in terms
of percents, Yield=Y=96*1/100
Therefore, now the unit assembly cost for fixed automation at the final time Tf, in terms of
dollars is determined by Equation (4.21) as such
Tf

Cost )assemblyFixed  Automation (Tf )   [(CmY  CmS  1/ AprVol  Y )  1/ EmO  DtS ]  dT  Cost )assemblyFixed  Automation (Ti).............(4.21)
Ti
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Figure 4.61 Unit Assembly Cost for Fixed Automation
The simulation reveals the fact that with the Yield of 98 % and increase of production
volume to about 10 thousand will enable us to reduce the unit assembly cost compare to
the other parameters provided that the conditions are not changed with regard to the
influencing parameters likewise the average cost per machine and fraction of machine
cost allocated remain undistributed for fixed unit assembly automation as shown in
Figures 4.62 and 4.63.
Similarly, if the fraction of the machine allocated cost is altered then this influences the
magnitude as shown in Figure 4.62 which is a logistic growth curve. If a fraction of
machines is perturbed from the base run case then no change in the behavior pattern is
found. The case of the Average cost per station as shown in Figure 4.63 which is also a
logistic growth curve is similar.
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Figure 4.62 Fraction of Machine Cost Influence
Similarly, if the fraction of the machine allocated cost is altered then this influences the
magnitude as shown in Figure 4.62 which is a logistic growth curve, if fraction of
machines perturbed from the base run case but not the behavior pattern.
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Figure 4.63 Influence of Average Cost Per Station
Similarly, is the case of the average cost per station as shown in Figure 4.63 is also a
logistic growth curve. While yield remains the same which is very important and decisive
factor in decision making. Figure 4.64 and 4.65 show unit cost for fixed automation and
multivariate simulation illustrates the variation in the intensity of the magnitude, while
overall system behavior remains the same. This also validates the model and allow us to
consider what difference it can make if the unit assembly cost is managed by scenario of
manual processes only.
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Figure 4.65 Individual Traces of Unit Cost for Fixed Automation
This makes us to consider the fact that what differences will it make if the unit assembly
cost is managed by the manual processes only. Next, the results of the multivariate
sensitivity and individual traces which are shown in Figures 4.64 and 4.65 reflect the fact
that the no matter what the magnitude of intensity is the behavior pattern will remain the
same. At this juncture, we change our study focus which leads us to model for manual
assembly processes as shown in Figures 4.66, 4.67 and 4.68. By using Equations (5 to 11)
concepts from the nomenclature listed at the beginning of dissertation.
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Figure 4.68 Modeling of Unit Assembly Cost through Manual Process.
Case Study #4.8
Let us consider for the model the facts that firstly we take the
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  100 Minutes

Time Step:
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dT  0.25
Any instant T:
………………………….………………………………. (4.22)
Where
Whereas let us consider the annual labour cost for the assembled product can be taken as
in terms of units of dollars per minutes thus at the initial time is given by as such:
dollars/min
Similarly, consider the annual production volume suppose

Thus at the initial time Ti

in terms of product units /sec
sec
Now consider the assembly time per part of the component of the product are taken at
initial time Ti in terms of minutes as such that

min.

Let us consider the number of hours per shift which are required for running shift in a
year suppose at the initial time Ti in terms of minutes of time as such

Whereas it is assumed that 7.5 hr shift will last for 7 days of week for whole year round
figure of 2000 hr is taken, excluding the holidays. Let us assume that suppose there are
significant number of the parts in a product at initial time Ti in terms of units of the
product are given by
products

Similarly the percentage of the product passed and cleared by the quality and inspection
consider that initial time Ti in terms of the percents of units then as such:
percentage
Therefore yield rate can be considered at the initial time as such that at the initial time Ti
in terms of percent as it is cleared by the inspected and passed by the quality therefore,
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While total number of the people in terms of labour involved are considered as the
number of people at initial time Ti as such in terms of person.
Table 4.15 Variable Name and Definition for Case Study # 4.8
Variable name
Annual Labour Cost
Annual Production Volume
Assembly Time per Part of the
Component
Number of Hours per Shift
Production Yield

Variable Definition
This is the cost variable which is associated with the production
of the assembled product which required labour or man hours
on machine tools for completion of given task.
This is a sale volume which is usually the target goal to be
achieved This variable is important where it has impact on the
behaviour of the system.
This is the time which is required to be worked out for modular
assembly part.
This is the variable time which is needed to assemble a
product
It is the percentage of the product passed and cleared by the
quality and inspection is a very important variable which shows
the real outcome of the production and manufacturing system

Table 4.16 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4.8
Serial No

Parameter Definition and unit values

1

Annual labour cost for assembling the product

2

Annual production volume=

3

Assembly time per part of the component=

4

Number of hours per shift=

5

Percentage product passed and cleared by the quality and inspection

Therefore now the

/sec

in products / units/minutes
in minutes
in minutes

at the final tine Tf in terms of persons unit as such can be

determined by Equation (4.23) given as
Tf

N Labour (Tf ) 

 ( Apr  Pat  Hshift  Npart / product )  dT  N

Labour

(Ti )..........(4.23)

Ti

Similarly, the total number of people can be obtain by equation (4.24) as such
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Tf

Ntotal (Tf ) 

 ( Apr  Pat  Hshift  Npart / product )  dT  Ntotal (Ti)...........(4.24)

Ti

Thus unit assembly cost by the manual assembly process can be taken as in final units Tf
of time and determined by the Equation (4.25) as such that
Tf

C Assembly Mannual Pr ocess (Tf )   ( Al  Ntotal  1/ Apr  Yr )  dT  C Assembly Mannual Pr ocess (Ti )................(4.25)
Ti
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Figure 4.69 Number of People.
In this context, we model the above Equations (4.23) to (4.25) then it has been learned
that If the number of the parts are increased in product then more number of people will
be needed as shown in Figure 4.69.
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Figure 4.70 Unit Assembly Cost.
If the yield rate is increased then this will significantly increas the unit assembly cost by
manual assembly process as shown in Figure 4.70. This reflects the fact that the annual
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Figure 4.72 Individual Traces of Sensitivity
production volume has great influence on the system as well and small perturbation can
result a much bigger monetary loss. Here, we do a test to change time which was
extended to 420 minutes of the shift work to understand the gravity of the magnitude and
its impact on the system horizon. In this particular case it is found that besides the
parameters even if we change the time for simulation run it will not affect the behavior
pattern of the system as shown in Figures 4.71 and 4.72 of multivariate sensitivity and in
individual traces, respectively. This brings us to another issue which is directly associated
with the components and parts which creates trouble, if the number of parts increased in
assembly and sub assembly, it will produces the complexity. Here we look in to a quite
different nature of the ramp-up problem in the following case study as such key attributes
are shown in Figure 4.73 and new model in Figure 4.74 as such.
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Figure 4.74 Modeling Sketch of Ramp-up Component Issues.
Case Study # 4 .9
In this regard, Table 4.17 presents the variable definition for the case study and the Table
4.18 shows the parameters definition and their respective values which are used for the
base case.
Table 4.17 Variable Name and Definition for Case Study # 4.9
Variable Name
Assembled Product
Number
High Level Plant
Supplies
Fastening Parts of the
Product
Component
Plant Low Level
Ordinary Supplies

Variable Definition
This variable is the count of the numbers of the actual
assembled product , variation of which may result good or
adverse effects on the production
This variable concept is those plant supplies which are very
necessary for production
This variable has the parts which has the variable of temporary
fastening. However, in some cases permanent fasting is used
for assembly like commercial riveting for air line industry and
welding for boilers etc.
These are the supplies which are considered ordinary but still
play important role as such machine oil or cotton clouth for
hand cleaning etc
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Parts Misplaced

This is the variable which may occur due to the fact that the
human error or the material handling devices has been loaded
with somehow with un intended parts.

Table 4.18 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4.9
Serial

Parameter definition and unit value

No
1

The assembled product number=

=4 in units of percents

2

high level plant supplies=

= in units of percents

3

Fastening parts of the product components=

=12 in units of

percents
4

Plants low level ordinary Supplies=

5

Initially an average of missing parts or misplaced=

in units of percents
in units of

percents
6

Shortage of physical components and parts=

in units of

percents
Let us consider for the model the facts that firstly we take the
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  720 Minutes

Time Step:

dT  0.125
Any instant T:
…………………………………………………………… (4.26)
Where

Whereas let us consider the number of product assembled can be abbreviated as
at the initial time in units of percents involving issues is given by as such:
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thus

=4 percent

Similarly fastening parts of the product components can be abbreviated as
initial time Ti in units of percents involving issues related to the

Thus at the

=12 percent

Similarly high level plant supplies if any involving presumably which can be abbreviated
as such

at initial time Ti in the units of percents involving related issues supposed

particular to the product is given by

percent

Similarly the plants low level ordinary supplies can be abbreviated as

and taken at

the initial time Ti in units of percentage involving issues can be supposed as
percent
Now let us suppose that initially an average of missing parts or misplaced at initial time
in percentage the value of which is considered as such by the

percent

The shortage of physical components and parts related issues owing to its supply chain
work in process inventory which reflects the internal and external logistics and also
determines the automation level along with flexibility to accommodate new design
changes etc involve significance issue related to the facts at initial time Ti in given units
percentage as such

percent

It is worth to note the fact that the perturbation in terms of the data which is taken at the
initial time Ti the significant of behavior change has been noted in terms of magnitude.
However, the behavior pattern remains the same. Therefore, this signifies that ramp up of
physical component related issues can be determine over all by taken in to account at
final time

as such in units of percentage and given in Equation (4.27)

Ramp  UPPhyscical component (Tf )
Tf

  ( Api  Fpi  HpSi  LoSi  Mpi  Spci )  dT  RampUPPhyscical component (Ti )......(4.27)
Ti

Thus it can be deduce that when the total rate of ramp-up physical component issues with
which its effects in terms of percentage units conjuncture with above cited issues is given
in Equation (4.28) as such
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RampUPPhyscical component (Tf )
Tf



 ( Api  Fpi  HpSi  LoSi  Mpi  Spci)  Ii

DFA

 dT  RampUPPhyscical component (Ti )..........(4.28)

Ti

It has been learned from the simulation result shown in Figure 4.75 that influencing
pattern remains the same however with difference in magnitude in terms of missing parts
and fastenings, high and low level supplies physical components will remain a constant.
physical component multivariable sensitivity is shown in Figure 4.76 the result
demonstrates that 95 percentile is achievable from lower bound to upper bound random
variable value. But, a great number of the grey area exist which shows that there is still
great deal of the issues within the boundary of the system the variation of which can
affect the system. The Multivariate also validates the results of the discrete event
simulation and so as the model of the system under focus of study.
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Figure 4.75 The Ram-up Physical Component Issues
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Figure 4.76 Physical Component Multivariate Sensitivity.
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Figure 4.77 Physical Components Individual Traces
Physical components individual traces as shown in Figure 4.77 have a very persistent
behavior pattern. This brings our research to look the issue of integrated analysis of the
total feed cost involving auto feed key attribute of which are shown in Figure 4.78. and
studied Case Study # 4.10.
Equipment Over Head ratio
Equipment pay back in months
Feeder Cost
(max feed rate)

Feeding Equipment rate

Total Feeding Cost

Shift number
Time Spend in No. Of Shifts
max feed rate

Figure 4.78 Key Relation for Automatic Feeding
Case Study # 4.10
Automatic feed have some key attributes of the model as described by Boothroyed (2005)
and relevant modeling equations are mentioned in list of nomenclature Equations (5 to
11) as such which are helpful for forming our analysis in this context Figure 4.78 and
4.80 show the total cost of the manually loaded magazine as rate of the assembly worker
and hence total feeding cost of the manually loaded magazine. Similarly, a complete
model for determining the cost of automatic and manual feed as shown in Figure 4.79
while Figures 4.78 and 4.80 show the key attributes and their conceptual interrelation.
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Figure 4.79 Modeling the Cost of Loaded Magazine with Automatic and Manual Feed
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Figure 4.80 Key Attributes of Mannually Loaded Magazine and Manual Handling
In this context, we define the base case variables as shown in Table 4.19 and their
respective parameter definitions and base case variable values as given in Table 4.20.
Table 4.19 Variable Name and Definition for Case Study # 4.10
Variable Name
Average manual
assembly time per
part
Average station

Variable Definition
This is the variable which defines the average standard time
for manual assembly operation.
This variable defines the cycle time of the average manual
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cycle time
Capital
investment
Cost of magazine
Equipment over
head ratio
Feeder
cost
Equipment
pay back in
months
Manual handling
and insertion time
Maximum feed
rate
Number of shifts
Rate of assembly
worker
Time spend on
number of shift

assembly process at a work station.
This variable defines the input of cost to bring change in the
system
This variable is given in terms of the cost which may be
automatic or manually loaded and work with gravity action as
well.
This is the over head cost associated with the particular
equipment
This variable is defined as the cost actually occurring to feed
the load of un processed material. This may be manual feed or
automatic feed.
This is the variable projection of the return on investment
according to which equipment purchased cost will provide the
actual gain in the time after use.
This is the variable which defines the time related to the
manual handling and insertion of assembly operation.
This variable defines the rate with which the feed is
progressed.
This variable defines the number of the shifts which are used
for system in operation.
This is the wage rate which is assumed for the assembly
worker.
This variable defines the total time which is consumed for
completion of the production targets in number of the shifts.

Table 4.20 Base Case Variables for Case Study # 4.10
Seri
al

Parameter definition and unit value

No

1

Average manual assembly time per part= TAVMAss=8 , units in seconds per part

2

Average station cycle time=TAVC= 8,

3

Capital investment=CAP INV=7000, given units of dollars

4

Cost of magazine=CMAXine=1000, given units of dollars

5

Equipment over head ratio= EqOver-Head=2,given units of DMNL consider100%

6

Feeder cost=FEED-COST=30*100000, given units of cents

7

Equipment pay back in months=EqPAY-BACK=18, units of Second

8

Manual handling insertion time=THANDLING –INSERTION=2, given units in cents

9

Max feed rate=RMAX-FEED=10, given units of parts/minutes

10

Number of shifts=NSHIFT=2, given units of DMNL
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given units of seconds

11

Rate of the assembly worker=RASS-WORKER=8,given units of dollars/seconds

12

Time spend in no of shift=TSPEND-SHIFT=864000, given units of Second

Let us consider for the model the facts that firstly we take the
Initial time
Ti  0

Final time
T f  10

Units =Year
Time Step:
T  0.125

Any instant T:
………………………………………………………….. (4.29)
Where
We have the following nomenclature for evaluating this average manual assembly time
per part= TAVMAss=8 sec , with given units in seconds per part @ Ti
Average station cycle time=TAVC= 8 sec,

with given units of seconds@ time Ti

Capital investment= CAP INV=7000 dollars,

with given units of dollars @time Ti

Cost of the magazine=CMAXine=1000 dollars,
Equipment over head ratio=EqOver-Head=2,

with given units of dollars @time Ti
with given units of DMNL @time Ti

Equipment pay back =EqPAY-BACK=18months, with given units of months @time Ti
Feeder cost= FEED-COST=30*100000 cents,

with given units of cents@ time Ti

Manual handling insertion time=THANDLING–INSERTION=2, with units of cents @time Ti
Max feed rate=RMAX-FEED=10 parts/minutes, with given units of parts/minuts @time Ti
Number of Shifts=NSHIFT=2 ,

with given units of DMNL considering shifts @time Ti

Rate of the assembly worker=RASS-WORKER=8,with given units of cents/Seconds @time Ti
Time Spend in number of shift=TSPEND-SHIFT=864000, given units in seconds @time Ti
considering 8 hr shift for 30 days Feed equipment rate=RFEED-EQUIP
Total cost of assembly worker=CASS-WORKER
Total cost of manually loaded magazine=CMAN-LOAD-MAXINE
Total auto-feeding cost=CAUTO-FEEDING
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Now in order to have the feed equipment rate=RFEED-EQUIP at the final time Tf with and in
the units of cents/second is given in Equation (4.30) as such:
Tf

RFEED  EQUIP(Tf )   [( EqOver  Head  FEED  COST )  1/ TSPEND  SHIFT  Shift  Total  EqPAY  BACK ]  dT  RFEED  EQUIP(Ti)........(4.30)
Ti

Now in order to have total cost of manually loaded magazine= CMAN-LOAD-MAXINE at the
final time Tf with and in the units of Cents/Seconds is obtained by Equation (4.31)as such:
Tf

CMAN  LOAD  MAXINE (Tf )   [(CMAXINE  RASS  WORKER / NSHIFT  CAP  INV )  TAVCycle  RASS  WORKERT  TAVM  ASS ]  dT  CMAN  LOAD  MAXINE (Ti)........(4.31)
Ti

Now in order to have total cost of assembly worker=CASS-WORKER at the final time Tf with
and in the units of cents/seconds is represented by Equation (4.32) as such:
Tf

CASS  WORKER(Tf )   [(CMAN  LOADED  MAXINE )  (THANDLING  INSERTION )]  dT  CASS  WORKER(Ti)............(4.32)
Ti

Now in order to have total auto-feeding cost=CAUTO-FEEDING at the final time Tf with and
in the units of Cents/second and Equation (4.33) formulated as such:
Tf

CAUTO  FEEDING (Tf ) 

 (R

FEED  EQUIP

 RMAX

 FEED

)  dT  CAUTO  FEEDING (Ti )............(4.33)

Ti
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Figure 4.81 Total Cost of Assembly Workers.

Figure 4.82 Total Cost of Manually Loaded Magazine
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Figure 4.83 Total Automatic Feeding Cost
Figure 4.81 reflects the total cost of assembly worker shown while Figure 4.82. show the
cost of manually loaded magazine and Figure (4.83) shows the total automatic cost. Base
run reflects that total cost of assembly worker can be controlled if we minimize the labour
cost then we will face low yield as low number of people will be on the line.
Average Station Cycle Time
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Figure 4.84 Total Feeding Cost Multivariate Simulation
as evident explicitly the fact shown in Figure 4.84 that the curve beyond 95% shows the
human element which shows the curve shadow grey area for achieving the goal as planed
due to automation while cost due to human element is visible if automation is avoided.
Less number of people off course for manageable low variety and low volumes. Next, it
is argued on the face of it that automation is the decisive factor in reaching this goal
seeking behavior of the system, accordingly. Similarly, Figure 4.85 highlights the
Individual traces of the of the fluctuation in total feed cost obviously due to the fact that
fluctuation in volumes and economy of scale and scope, agility factor with production
mix is dominated by improving the cycle time and markets dynamics to satisfy demand.
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Average Station Cycle Time
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Figure 4.85 Total Feeding Cost Individual Traces

Figure 4.86 Total Cost of Manually Loaded Magazine Multivariate Simulation.
Where as to have a competitive edge more value addition through customization and
personalization in product portfolio is necessary. Hence, automation is indeed the jugular
vein of entire manufacturing system. Average station cycle time as we see that the
parameters when changed then visible behavior shows the decay behavior pattern in
system which is having units of cents per seconds in the form of logistic decay. Similarly,
from the figure 4.86 total cost of manually loaded magazine is also having the root in the
average station cycle time. Lastly, Figure 4.88 shows the result of the simulation as such
that automatic feed cost is observed as it behaves differently in terms of magnitude where
as the change in the parameter of the maximum feed rate is having domination in a sense
that any perturbation can result on similar behavior with different intensity of magnitude
in the form of logistic growth. This would result similar behavior with different intensity
of magnitude in the form of the logistic growth. Sensitivity analysis shows the
multivariate and individual traces from Figures 4.87 shows total cost of manually loaded
magazine individual traces where the cost factor fluctuates due to cycle time similarly
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when cycle time is improve with given random variable limits 95% percentile show the
result in the Figure 4.88 and individual traces in Figure 4.89 as cycle time improves and
fluctuates.
Average Station Cycle Time
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Figure 4.87 Total Cost of Manually Loaded Magazine Individual traces.
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Figure 4.88 Total Cost of Assembly Worker Multivariate Sensitivity.
Average Station Cycle Time
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Figure 4.89 Total Cost of Assembly Worker Individual Traces.
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CHAPTER V
SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEM RISK ASSESMENT AND EQUILIBRIAM
IMPACT A TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE ANALYSIS
5.1

Introduction

The focus of sustainable design at the system level has a multi focused approach. Besides
the compliance with regulations this involves social & product particular technical aspect
along with the aspiration of the customer. Similarly, considering the sociotechnical
environmental system development imperative for industrial system sustainability it is
observed that this process is dominated by focusing on attributes and functions and their
respective system level inter relations which must be reflected in the product development
process. System level design focuses on an approach which is based on a holistic view of
product development. In order to achieve a sustainable green economy, we need to have
an effective sustainable system based on technical, social and environmental system level
product performance assessment approach. In this chapter, a risk analysis approach, based
on triple bottom line sustainability factor index, is presented using Utility functions.
5.2

System Level Attribute Representation and Assessment Tool

The concept of the triple bottom line in product development system got its importance
when the regulations were enforced by many governments for the benefit of the
stakeholders involved in industrial production. An important consideration is the energy
cost. Recall the state of the world resources under the oil embargo of the 1970s. In this
context, the need for alternative energy sources have been emphasized by academia and
as well as by industry. The concern over the world`s global warming and depleting
resources mark the beginning of seriousness of the climate change and sociotechnical
system and its ecological focus to be more economical and sustainable for future
generation. Therefore, a weighted function, through using utility of attribute for each
factor in each product is required. After the calculation of individual contribution, the
overall value of sustainability can be calculated. Later it could be possible to alter the
design to optimize the value into desired range of values e.g. replacing one material to
another or an optimal value can be obtained by increasing the reusability of its
components. Therefore, on the basis of the different characteristics and their relevant
attributes, if we consider the available data of different sets of the product with their
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attributes and try to construct a mathematical model, then one of the simplified methods
is described by Hyman (1998) as such if we construct a utility function then the process
of determining the utility function can be broken into five steps:
(1)

Introducing terminology and ideas,

(2)

Determining the general preference structure,

(3)

Assessing single-attribute utility functions,

(4)

Evaluating scaling constants, and

(5)

Checking for consistency and reiterating.

For decision problems with a single objective, only Steps 1, 3, and 5 are relevant. In
practice, there is considerable interaction between the steps although mathematically;
suppose some characteristic value or utility is given by a function according to Figure 5.1
and (u) =0 when s=0, therefore u=1 when if and only if s=1 and for each choice of the
parameter r, there will be a different curve within a family of curves.

Figure 5.1 Family of Utility Function.(after Heyman (1998))
r=0 ,r=-2,r=-7,r=2 ,r=7, Utility (u) and Parameters (s); The straight line utility function
occurs when r=0. as described by Heyman (1998) From Figure 5.1:
r > 0 ( The utility function represents a risk averse behavior)
r < 0 (The utility function represents a risk prone behavior)
r = 0 (The utility function represents a straight line risk neutral behavior)
The least desirable of an outcome of a utility of curves While the most desirable out come
in a given decision has a utility of 1 u (1) ; U(M)=1, where utility of (M) is the value of
any behavior under focus of study, the simplification of utility function model for r=0 is
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described as equation of utility function will be developed as such The equation of utility
function will be
............................................................................(5.1)

therefore u(s) is turn out to be equation of the straight line when r=o, but when we set in
the above equation then

................................................................................. (5.2)

which can be resolved by using the L`Hopital`s rule to get

........................................................(5.3)

this yield to the equation of straight line as such

=

5.3

.................................................................(5.4)

Implementation & Case Study

The equation of the straight line equation (5.4) can provide a linear scale i.e. by means of
adopting this method or using linear interpolation data can be quantified for the given
attributes and comparative analysis can be made to form a prototype case study. In this
context, a system based theoretical model has been described above in general. Now let
us consider a new product of hybrid electric car or Electric or Gas as alternative1, 2, and
3, respectively. We have assumed every parameter we want to represent the sustainability
based upon very basic requirement. If we elaborate on, it further on the basis of
environment, economics and social aspects of sustainability then we have to consider
following using 80/20 analysis as explained by Armstrong (2006). Now, what minimum
factors are having significant impact. The numbers given in all the tables are choices of
the designer’s. However, experience is important for analysis of all aspects which can
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enables the designer to produce variety of analysis by considering different attributes as
we discuss the significance of this in the following section.
5.4

Environmental Engineering Aspects

Focusing the product in terms of the primary important aspect which is important for the
stakeholders which includes the state and world body and also the customer and
entrepreneur. The significant factors for our new product can be summarized as such that
it involves the green house gas (GHG) emission, natural resources consumption,
maximum break horse power (BHP) available and battery management. The current
design features intends to reduce the environmental burden and therefore, there will be
less green house gas emissions. So the international and national standard for green house
gas reduction will eventually be met. There will be less use of the natural resources like
the oil and therefore less oil will be consumed from the natural sources. Therefore, oil
for the coming generation natural resource depletion will be less. Apart from that material
used should be reusable after re-engineering or parts could be interchangeable and
recyclable hence will in turn save the natural resource consumption. The prime mover
will be having less frictional losses and therefore more BHP will be available in
comparison with the internal combustion engine where thermal efficiency of the plant is
higher than the BHP produced. The complexity of the battery management energy
storage, etc. needs to be understood fully with regard to reusability, recyclability and inter
changeability into similar product variety, etc. which gives the life cycle picture of the
product. Thus, we have the utility values shown in Table 5.1 for the product with regards
to environmental and engineering aspects.
5.5 Engineering Economic Aspects
In this section, we focus on the product from very important perspective of customer as
well as the manufacturer. Both are looking for the cost reducing possibilities in order to
make the product economically viable. The significant factors are: the initial cost, low
fuel consumption, maintenance and repair, market affordability, etc. Thus the initial cost
of hybrid or the electric cars are considerably higher than the available internal
combustion engine type cars. But in the long run, due to the uncertainty in the oil price
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Table 5.1 General Environmental Focus
Desired Environmental Engineering Aspects
Parameter

Alternative-1

Alternative -2

(Hybrid)

Alternative-3

(Electric)

(Gas)

GHG emission

0.5

0.25

1.0

Natural resources
used
BHP available

0.5

0.25

1.0

0.5

0.25

1.0

Battery management

0.5

1.0

0.25

being taxed at the pump it has a significant effect. The hybrid and the plug-in will be
using much less fuel while electric will use no fuel. Therefore, competitive product price
should be reasonable and affordable in today’s global economy. In this regard
government regulations to help buy new electric and hybrid cars are also an attempt to
establish a market which is helpful. Inter changeability of the various parts among
different variety of the same product is very essential just like vehicle tires if of the same
size can fit any brand name of cars. This creates an affordable pool of product market for
affordability. Thus we have the utility values shown in Table 5.2 for product in focus of
economic and engineering aspects desired perspective.
Table 5.2 General Economics Focus
Desired Engineering Economics Aspects
Parameter

Alternative-1

Alternative -2

(Hybrid)

(Electric)

Alternative-3
(Gas)

GHG emission

1.0

1.0

0.5

Natural
resources used
BHP available

0.25

0.25

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

Battery
management

1.0

1.0

0.5
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5.6 Social Engineering Aspects
The social engineering aspect is important for new designed products as this is the
parameter that gauges the trends and general behavior patterns of the market as well as
the customer identified need and versatility. This is achieved through this aspect and
social networking can ease the process. However, focusing our case study; it has been
observed that new technology, product life cycle, purpose of use and interior spacing of
the vehicle are important considerations. The need for change and acceptance may have
different set of powerful drivers and motivators but the significance of this aspect is
important. For every new technology introduced through the new product design it will
take time to make its place in the market. Therefore, it will take time to establish a social
mind set of the public to choose plug-ins or hybrid for car purchase, etc. These kinds of
expected products can not satisfy the quest of heavy duty use of one’s investment as it is a
question that if the maximum carrying load capacity increases this will affect the
acceleration of the vehicle which is an undesirable fact. Similarly, the highway use of the
vehicle has not proven yet and it can be risky for longer and continuous journey. Apart
from this the vehicle spacing due to the very big size of the battery is minimized as the
area and the load is now occupied by the battery. After getting the values of each factor, it
is obvious that all of the factors are not of equal value e.g. emission of carbon monoxide
or emission of ammonia cannot be of same weight. Thus, we have the utility values
shown in the Table 5.3 for product in focus from social engineering aspects desired
perspective.
Table 5.3 General Social Engineering Focus
Desired Engineering Economics Aspects
Parameter

Alternative-1
(Hybrid)

Alternative -2
(Electric)

Alternative-3
(Gas)

New technology

1.0

1.0

0.5

Product life cycle

1.0

0.5

0.5

Purpose of use

1.0

1.0

0.5

Vehicle interior
spacing

0.5

0.5

1.0
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5.7

Results and Analysis

If we consider the maximum value as our best choice and minimum is our worst choices
then we have the following aggregate as shown in table 5.4 below. Table 5.4 Shows
comparison of alternatives. From Table 5.4, we observe that the best choice we have by
having the highest grand aggregate value of alternative 3, which has the highest overall
total numbers, but while pondering the numbers on the right hand column we observed
that their attribute values from equilibrium point of view are not sustainable as such that

3

Desired
Social
Engineering
Aspect
Grand Total

Alternate-

3

2

Desired
economic
engineering
Aspects

Sub-Total

0.5

10

0

10.5

0.5

10

0

10.5

0.5

0

10

10.5

0.5

0

10

10.5

0

0

10

10

10

10

0

20

0

0

10

10

0

0

10

10

10

10

0

20

0

0

0.5

0.5

10

10

0.5

10

10

10

0.5

20.5

0.5

0.5

10

20

65

60

75

-2

1

Desired
environmental
and
engineering
aspect

Alternate

Parameter

1

No

Alternate-

Table 5.4 Over all Parameter and Alternative for Analysis
Total

42

70

42.5

for as such that for instance the attribute value is showing the dominating characteristics
of economical aspect. However, which is related or not directly associated with the social
and environmental aspects. Therefore, social capital values and environmental capital
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values of related attributes are to be assessed more carefully in order to bring this type of
product in the market. Table 5.4 gives us a description with respect to triple bottom line
perspective and hence shows the significant factors of sustainability which are more
influencing the decision maker. Table 5.4 also shows the significance of those attributes
which would contribute the most influencing factor of the economic aspect for all
available alternatives. Consider the analogy of the equilibrium condition of a physical
system where as a body in this context is said to be in the state of the stable equilibrium
if, on being slightly disturbed, it tends to return to its original position; unstable if it tends
to go over further, and neutral if it will remain at rest in differently in any position. The
law of triangle of forces as described by Duncan (2010) can be, applied here; then
accordingly.
Let us consider what condition must be satisfied in order that 3 forces acting at the same
point must balance one another. In this context let us suppose that there are 3 forces of
some magnitude X, Y and Z acting at point A. It is assumed that one of them must be
equal and opposite to the resultant of the other two. Consider by extended the concept
further into a parallelogram of forces the resultant of the X, Y, Z and R must be equal and
opposite. Resolving the forces in to a parallelogram we have as such: X:Y:Z = X:Y:R =
AB:AD:CA If we take the components as such R = Z and AD = BC, then: X:Y:Z =
AB:BC:CA If we take the components as such: R = Z and AD = BC then X:Y:Z =
AB:BC:CA which are the 3 given forces proportional to the sides of the triangle ∆ ABC.
Now the equilibrium of the forces X,Y,Z drawn as the proportional sides of the triangle
as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Forces acting on a Point
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Therefore, in the triangle ∆ ABC; AC = R = Z, AB = X, and BC = AD = Y. Therefore, if
the lines are drawn so to give a closed triangle then the given forces will be in
equilibrium. The triangle ABC is called the triangle of forces for the given forces X, Y, Z.
as shown in Figure 5.3. Now resolving the aggregate value in to forces and applying law
of forces at single point to balance the triangle of forces as such to get the single point for
balancing the actions as such a scale according to the force strength have been adopted as:
AB=70=70.0 cm, BC=42=42.0 cm, AC=42.5=42.5cm

Figure 5.3 Equilibrium in Centroid (after Ali-Qureshi et al. (2011)) as per Appendix G
In this context, we take measurement from the midpoint to the side of the triangle. Then,
Where does the center of gravity exists? We know that we have to have that much amount
of acting force in order to get an equilibrium balance which will satisfy the law of
triangular of forces Duncan (2010), in order to achieve single point equilibrium at the
centroid. As shown in Figure 5.3 above, where three lines are generated as the sides of
triangle and they are intersecting each other at the same point O which is called the point
of concurrency. If we measured distance in our study in focus when drawn approximately
produces the distance OZ =1.7 cm. and OY=1.5 cm. and OX=1.0 cm. Then this distance
from the centimeters scale can be translated to the relevant scale of the force value of
corresponding amount. Which is the amount of force required to achieve single point
equilibrium for sustaining the condition of equilibrium. This is then required to adjust the
assessment in accordance to the parameter set for getting the balance of sustainable
equilibrium. This sustainable equilibrium is necessary in order to save the resources
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environment and economic capital for all stake holders of society. This also forms an
Impact factor index defined in equation (5.5) as such:

Therefore, the impact factor index can be found by the above formula as given in
Equation (5.5) above and this can be used for further analysis with re-assessed value
gained from measuring the significance of the impact. This shows us that the higher the
index, the higher the potential for the impact as shown in Table 5.5 below, where drawn
values are approximately measured and translated in to equal force value. The index
factors shows the potential and significance of impact on the system as a whole and
described the fact that it can minimize the cost and this will produce affect in the market
economy for potential growth with compromise to the relative quality which translate the
unstable condition attribute. So for making the system analysis for large system, the index
factor can be used to have the increased magnitude or decrease as the case may fit for
analysis.
Table 5.5 Impact Factor Index For Environmental and Engineering
Environmental &

Economic Engineering

Social Engineering

Engineering Impact

Impact Factor Index

Impact Factor Index

Factor Index
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CHAPTER VI
SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECT OF TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT: A
NEW PARADIGM IN SOCIO TECHNICAL SYSTEM DESIGN
As a matter of fact for efficient personnel planning with complex learning processes and
knowledge transfer with product change, it is vital to identify and measure the complexity
indices of human behavior including psychology. Thus, in this chapter the dynamic
simulation models of sociotechnical are proposed. Therefore, different important
psychological aspects are discussed in the various sections of this chapter.

6.1

Perspective on Personality and Behavior

Although Lester et al. (2008) defined behaviorism in great length. However, there are still
dissatisfactions among psychologists with behaviorism who objected to restricting the
subject matter of psychology to overt behavior. Some believe it can be expanded to
encompass all facets of human potential. However, cognitive and mental processes cannot
be omitted. Today, behaviorists are beginning to study a wider range of human behavior,
including mental phenomena such as decision making and maladjustment.
6.2

Motivation Theory

The concept of motivation is that it is a kind of a way to encourage yourself and others to
action purposefully to achieve the goal. Both the external factors as well as inner state of
mind can increase the desire to work in a person. Identification of internal motives, are
usually considered only for business clients and management purposes in the corporate
environment, not in the manufacturing systems. Therefore, it is proposed that human
needs and dynamic changes in the motives of manufacturing team should also be
analyzed using the following well-known theories. In this regard the fundamental work
exist in length and breadth of the issue but the more relevant to our focus are mentioned
herein as such ; Porter and Lawler, (1968), Schwab and Cummings, (1970), Hack man
and Oldham, (1976) and

Baard, Deci, and Ryan (2004). Following are the major

Theories of Motivation which are as such:
1. Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory
2. Herzberg’s Motiva I Jon-Hygiene Theory
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3. McGregor’s Theory X and Theory Y
4. Theory Z
5. Alderfer’s ERG Theory
6. Vroom’s Expectancy Theory
7. Porter-Lawler Model of Motivation
6.3

Porter-Lawler Model of Motivation:

The Potter and Lawler model explains that an individual’s motivation to complete a task
is affected by the reward they expect to receive for completing the task. The PorterLawler expectancy mode is a model of work motivation. It is an extension of an earlier
expectancy model developed by Vroom (1964). A person will decide to behave or act in a
certain way because of what they expect will be the outcome. Therefore, reward is the
basis of increasing human performance as shown in Figure 6.1. Rewards are both intrinsic
such as positive feelings and satisfaction and extrinsic rewards such as money and
promotion. Performance leads to intrinsic as well as extrinsic rewards depending on
fairness. However, the intrinsic rewards are long-lasting and produce attitudes about
satisfaction that are related to performance. The motivation is also affected by the
individual’s ability to perform the task and their perception of the role activities and
behaviors that the person feels they should be engaged into to do the performance

Figure 6.1 Porter & Lawler Motivation Model (after Porter et al. (1968))
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Figure 6.3 Re-modeling of Motivation for Performance
successfully. Therefore, Porter-Lawler theory of motivation is adopted to develop the
proposed dynamic model to identify the human behavior complexities. Lastly, satisfaction
is derived to the extent where actual rewards fall short to meet or exceed the individual’s
perceived level of equitable rewards. If actual rewards meet or exceed perceived equitable
rewards, the individual will feel satisfied; if these are less than equitable rewards, he will
be dissatisfied as described by Porter-Lawler. The work expectancy model based on
Porter-Lawler’s motivation theory is comprehensive and multivariate with simple
traditional assumptions focusing primarily on managers to explain the complex
relationship that exists between job attitudes and job performance has generated a
considerable amount of research and debate. In this dissertation, the proposed model
differs not only in focusing on non-managerial manufacturing positions but also altered
many traditional assumptions such as adopting non-linearity in system dynamics. Figure
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6.2 shows the key relations and Figure 6.3 shows the new model which depicts these
differences. Therefore, a motivation model is being sketched for analysis of the theory in
its new perspective. The model description, the equations and parameters of Case Study #
6.1 is presented ahead as such.
Case Study # 6.1
In this context we first model the equations and parameters and variables which will help
shape the modeling simulation and results for this purpose all variables are defined in the
Table 6.1 where as the parameter definition and their respective value are defined and
shown in Table 6.2 of this case study.
Initial time

Ti  0
Final time

T f  4 Minutes
Time Step:

dt  0.125
Units=Week
Any instant T:
..............................................................................................(6.1)
Where

Table 6.1 Variable name and Definitions for Case Study # 6.1
Variable Name
Acquired from
environment
Ability and traits
Family values &
nurturing
Efforts made
Extrinsic reward
Intrinsic reward

Variable Definition
This is the variable which defines the acquired knowledge from the
environment from which the homo sapiens is exposed to perform
some task. This can be referred as learner behaviour.
This variable defines the ability to cope the task and inclination of
the traits.
This variable defines the family values and nurturing tendencies in a
personality
This variable defines the actual level of efforts which are made in
the context of completion of task.
This variable defines the tangible rewards which are visible to others
for instance bonuses to employee, holiday packages cruse tour
vacations
This variable defines the rewards which are in tangible as such a
comment or compliment.
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Role perception
Demonstrated
behavior

This is the variable which is concerned for the actual behaviour
which is demonstrated by the individual.

Personality traits

This is the variable which defines the general personality traits

Rate of personality

This is the variable which defines the rate of the personality traits
with which the individual is composed of.

traits
Inherent character
(Genetic)
Rate of satisfaction
Learning & IQ
Satisfaction
Perceived
effort/reward
probability
Perceived equitable
rewards
Value of reward
Performance
accomplishment

This is the variable which defines the inherent genetic mental make
of an individual homosapian. It is partly donated in genes of the
human parents in terms of race and gender.
This is the variable with which the human labour as individual is
satisfied.
This is the variable which defines the behaviour of learning and IQ
which is acquired intelligence from practice or exposed to the
experience develops certain learning area and intelligent quotient
This is the variable which defines the overall satisfaction state of the
system.
This is the variable which is core in the motivation as the labour
perceives that there is chance to win the reward provided that efforts
are made in this direction therefore, more the input from the labour
comes then more probability is to win a reward this perception keeps
the labour motivated.
This is the variable which defines the perception of the labour to
understand the value of the reward if intrinsic and /or extrinsic.
This is the variable which defines the extrinsic and intrinsic rewards
with tangible and in tangible value;
This is the variable which defines the performance related to the
accomplishment made or accomplishments achieved.

Table 6.2 Base Case Variables for Case Study #6.1
Serial #

Parameter definition and unit value

1

Acquired from environment= ACQ-ENVIRON= 50%, with units of DMNL.

2

Ability and traits= AB-TRAIT=1 , with the units of DMNL

3

Family values & nurturing=FAM-V-NUR=1, with the units of DMNL

4

Efforts made=EFF-MADE=1,

5

Extrinsic reward=EXT-REW=1,with the units of DMNL

6

Intrinsic reward=INT-REW=10, with the units of DMNL

7

Role perception =ROL-PERCP=1 , with the units of DMNL

8

Demonstrated behavior = DEMO-BEHAV

9

Personality traits=PER-TRAIT

10

Rate of personality trait=RPER-TRAIT

with the units of DMNL
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11

Inherent character (Genetic) =ICHR-GENE

12

Rate of satisfaction=RSAT

13

Learning & IQ= LRN-IQ

14

Satisfaction= SAT

15

Perceived effort/reward probability =PER-EFF-REW-PROB

16

Perceived equitable rewards=PER-EQT-REW

17

Value of Reward=VAL-REW

18

Performance Accomplishment=PER-ACOMP

Where acquired from environment= ACQ-ENVIRON= 50% , at Ti and the units of DMNL
Where ability and traits= AB-TRAIT=1 ,

with initial time Ti and the units of DMNL

Where family values & nurturing=FAM-V-NUR=1, with initial of time Ti and units of DMNL
Where efforts made=EFF-MADE=1,

with initial time Ti and the units of DMNL

Where extrinsic reward=EXT-REW=1,

with initial time Ti and the units of DMNL

Where intrinsic reward=INT-REW=10,

with initial time Ti and the units of DMNL

Where role perception =ROL-PERCP=1 ,

with initial time Ti and the units of DMNL

Where demonstrated behavior = DEMO-BEHAV
Where personality traits=PER-TRAIT
Where rate of personality trait=RPER-TRAIT
Where inherent character (Genetic) =ICHR-GENE
Where rate of satisfaction=RSAT
Where learning & IQ= LRN-IQ
Where Satisfaction= SAT
Where perceived effort/reward probability =PER-EFF-REW-PROB
Where perceived equitable rewards=PER-EQT-REW
Now in order to have the Value of Reward at the initial time Ti and given units of
dimension less ( DMNL), we have mathematical relation as defined in Equation 6.2:
(Value of reward) VAL-REW = (Extrinsic reward) EXT-REW + (Intrinsic reward) INT-REW
VAL-REW = EXT-REW +INT-REW …….………...........……… (6.2)
whereas where value of reward=VAL-REW and
intrinsic reward=INT-REW
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extrinsic reward=EXT-REW and also

Similarly in order to determine the Performance Accomplishment at initial time Ti and
with the given units of DMNL we have mathematical relation as shown in Equation 6.3:
(Performance Accomplishment)PER-ACOMP=) Ability and Traits) AB-TRAIT+ (Efforts
made)EFF-MADE + (Role perception) ROL-PERCP
PER-ACOMP=AB-TRAIT +EFF-MADE + ROL-PERCP………………………. (6.3)
Now in order to have the Perceived Effort/Reward probability at the initial time Ti and
given units of DMNL we have mathematical relation as shown in Equation 6.4:
(Perceived Effort/Reward probability)PER-EFF-REW-PROB= (Performance Accomplishment)
PER-ACOMP
PER-EFF-REW-PROB= PER-ACOMP ....................................(6.4)
whereas perceived effort/reward probability =PER-EFF-REW-PROB and where performance
accomplishment=PER-ACOMP
Similarly in order to determine the equitable rewards at the initial time Ti and with the
given units of DMNL, we have mathematical relation as shown in Equation 6.5:
(Perceived Equitable Rewards)PER-EQT-REW=Value of reward Value of Reward=VAL-REW
PER-EQT-REW= VAL-REW ...............................................(6.5)
where perceived equitable rewards=PER-EQT-REW and where we have value of reward
as VAL-REW
Now in order to have the Rate of Personality trait at the initial time Ti and given units of
DMNL we have mathematical relation as shown in Equation 6.6:
(Rate of Personality trait) RPER-TRAIT = (Personality Traits) PER-TRAIT
RPER-TRAIT = PER-TRAIT ..............................................(6.6)
whereas rate of personality trait = RPER-TRAIT and where personality traits=PER-TRAIT
Besides in order to have the Rate of Satisfaction at the initial time Ti and given units of
DMNL we have mathematical relation as defined in Equation 6.7:
(Rate of Satisfaction)RSAT = (Satisfaction) SAT
RSAT = SAT...............................................................(6.7)
whereas the rate of satisfaction = RSAT and where satisfaction is abbreviated as SAT
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In order to determine the demonstrated personality of a subject at the final time Tf and the
given units of DMNL, to understand a general phenomenon we have mathematical
relation as defined in Equation 6.8 :
Tf

DEMO  BEHAV (Tf )   [( FAM  VAL  NUR  LRN  IQ )  RPER  TRAIT ]  dT  DEMO  BEHAV (Ti)...............(6.8)
Ti

In order to determine the Personality Traits of a subject at the final time Tf and the given
units of DMNL to understand a general phenomenon we have mathematical relation as
define in Equation 6.9 :
Tf

PER  TRAIT (Tf )   [( ACQ  ENVIRON  ICHR  GENE )  RSAT ]  dT  PER  TRAIT (Ti).........................(6.9)
Ti

The satisfaction of a subject is determined at the final time Tf and the given units of
DMNL to understand a general phenomenon by the mathematical relation as defined in
Equation 6.10:
Tf

SAT (Tf )   [( PER  EFF  REW  PROB  PER  EQT  REW )  RSAT ]  dT  SAT (Ti ).....................(6.10)
Ti
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Figure 6.4 Value of Reward.
In this context simulation result describes the fact that the value of the reward is for the
base run is having higher value while the same is perturbed and brought to the lower level
say about 17 points from about 32 points as shown in Figure 6.4 and there is significant
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change in the behaviour as shown in Figure 6.5 where exponential growth steady curve
seems falling in to the lowest level which is quite understandable.
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Figure 6.5 Demonstrated Behaviour.
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Figure 6.6 Satisfaction Level.
Personality Traits
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Figure 6.7 Personality Traits
From Figure 6.6 it has been observed that the level of satisfaction has also been disturbed
and now base run (red line) which has potential exponential growth fall to significantly
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visible lower level as it can be seen in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.7 depicts the low exhibits of
the trait or a drop in full swing personality of enthusiastic nature in to a less interested one
as such an empathic administration is telling some person in between the lines the as he is
an odd man out. The behavior of s shape growth is dropped suddenly into exponential
growth with small growth level.
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Figure 6.8 Multivariate Sensitivity of Reward and Satisfaction
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Figure 6.9 Individual Traces of Demonstrated Behavior.
From Figure 6.8 the initial base run state of the system shows the intrinsic rewards are at
the highest point where as perceived equitable rewards as shown in Figure 6.9 in the same
system another genetic and environment variable is perturbed to observe the system over
all. Similarly, the sensitivity of multivariate and individual traces are shown in Figure 6.8
and 6.9 respectively, which validates the model along with discrete event simulation give
us whole system picture pertaining to Level variable under focus.
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Figure 6.10 Original Value of Reward.
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Figure 6.12 Personality Traits.
From Figure 6.10 the initial base run state of the system shows the intrinsic rewards are at
the highest point where as perceived equitable rewards as shown in Figure 6.11 in the
same system another genetic and environment is perturbed to observe the system over
all. The figure shows the linear behavior which means no abrupt change.
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Figure 6.13 Multivariate Sensitivity of Satisfaction Personality Trait Focus
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Figure 6.14 Reward and Satisfaction Individual Traces
In this context it has been observed that similar behavior pattern in personality traits with
a significant change that from our base case; the intrinsic perturbation of reward do affect
the personality traits but in the second case when the genetic and environment has been
also changed then significant change occurred in the personality trait as shown in Figure
6.12 which shows the impact of the attribute of genetic and environment in the system
over all behavior. The behavior of the curve seems to be S-curve as it does not seem to be
exponential growth. While the Figures 6.13 and 6.14 shows the multivariate and
individual traces of reward and satisfaction pertaining to personality traits.
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Figure 6.16 Personality Traits.
Similarly, from Figure 6.15 that base run demonstrated behavior is affected and a sudden
drop in the magnitude is quite visible which describes similar pattern of behavior though.
Ordinarily, the system has exhibited the fact that the exponential growth is changed
dropping due to a visible genetic and environmental perturbation in the system. Now the
simulation result describes the fact that from Figure 6.16 personality traits has very
significant effect as the blue line on the graph explains this phenomena as its pattern for
all of our cases in which we have had focused in our previous case studies. Its
significance is quite limited therefore the impact of the attribute is very vital in the system
which means it needed to be handled with special care.
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Figure 6.17 Demonstrated Behavior
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Figure 6.18 Perceived Effort and Reward Probability.
Figure 6.17 shows that the demonstrated behavior is almost none while touching the base
line approaching zero. Which reflects that the fall from the base run which is due to the
perturbation incurred in the important attribute of family values and learned IQ? The
result of the simulation as depicted in Figure 6.18 describes that the perceived effort and
reward probability has no perturbation effect while the linear line shows the same.
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Figure 6.19 Satisfaction Level
behavior pattern for all of our cases in which we have had focused in our previous case
studies. This means that for all the cases, the expectations are the same however behavior
change occurs when different parameters are changed in the system. Therefore, from
Figure 6.18 visible shift is witnessed between the family values and learned IQ and
genetic and environment influence. Significance of the result is that this is an indication
of the fact that there exist a very dominant role of the aforementioned attributes in the
satisfaction and in our motivation model.
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Figure 6.20 Multivariate Sensitivity of Reward and Satisfaction.
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If intrinsic and extrinsic reward is kept high in the system variable then the satisfaction
curve shows the maximum magnitude from our base case run which is lower as shown in
Figure 6.19 in terms of satisfaction. While the aforesaid attributes have the same impact
besides the exponential growth behavior in general is persistent and perturbation in any
factor will not change this behavior. Next, Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show the multivariate
sensitivity analysis and individual traces which are quite explicit in validating the model
behavior in about 240 runs, for judging the reward and satisfaction perturbation in multi
and its individual traces for understanding.
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Figure 6.21 Sensitivity Analysis of Reward and Satisfaction Individual Traces.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Effective ramp up is the key for keeping the competitive edge in the free market
economy. The customer preferences create the new markets which fluctuate and compel
the manufacturer to have mix production and variety. Continuous improvement in the
product features, variety, pricing and quality keeps the nonstop ramp-up one way or the
other in the manufacturing firms. In today's automated manufacturing, the installation,
planning and scheduling of production equipment, and the strategies for coping with
variety, involves the reliance on and integration of hard and soft enablers. Besides the
core compatibility issues like logical and physical automated systems development, from
various programmable logical controllers (PLCs) such as by Allen Bradley or Siemens
controls, to Lab View and other computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided
manufacturing (CAM) software, the manufacturing system is complex and continuously
evolving. With that background, this research focuses on and presents non-linear system
dynamic based models of systems and sub-systems of the complex manufacturing
systems including the continuous ramp-up processes involved. Complexity indices are
suggested that help in not only producing accurate products, in precise quantities owing to
lean production paradigm, but also within the minimum limits of estimated timeline to
reach the customer, just in-time (JIT). The models have also incorporated contributing
sociotechnical factors to explore the impact of the ramp-up processes within the targeted
quality and cycle-times. The research was conducted in the form of several diverse and
complementary case studies covering many typical stages and aspects of manufacturing
system design where the impact on ramp-up process becomes significant e.g. assembly
complexity in process and in design. Endogenous variables lie within the boundary of a
model where the structure and policies within the modeled system influence the variables’
behavior. While exogenous variables lie outside the model boundary that have no causal
connection from the endogenous variables within the model boundary but have causal
connections to the endogenous variables in the model. Ideally, exogenous variables
remain constant throughout the time horizon of the model. For analysis of the intrinsic or
independent variable which can individually influence to change the dependent variable
and so as the system behavior because of its inherent property or characteristic embedded
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as elements of the system under study. The extrinsic or dependent variable is the one
whose value affects the behavior of the system but that is due to the influencing character
of the random variables of non-dependent variables in the system, whose study is in
focus. Next, for Monte Carlo simulation for the sensitivity analysis it is assumed that the
simulation run for 200 times and the noise seed value to be 1234.These numbers are kept
constant throughout the analysis for consistency in the results. With that in mind,
following are the summary of the results.
In this context, the first Case Study # 4.1, focuses on the following system scenario for
study as such that the system present capacity holds a linear curve on the base run for
products per year, as constant value, therefore, when system with 2 million products each
year with average cost of 15 thousand per product is in present capacity produced but
when the in order to achieve the target of 6 million the system needed to be upgraded to
target the annual usage and RAS cost which are two independent and an intrinsic variable
parameter and hence, random variable in the case study. But the rate of the carrying cost
which is doubled in resulting curve show the incurring changed value in the system. Next,
the sensitivity analysis shows the fact that the random distribution is presenting a curve
and steady linear ramp after an inflow with no increase any further. The distribution
shows that within the first year the significant growth and then constant magnitude allows
the distribution stay constant for the extrinsic or depending level variable of the EOQ.
Although, the random variable parameters when perturbed from lower bound to the upper
bound in the sensitivity analysis of Monte Carlo simulation result shows the range of the
75% is achievable in the first year or so and remained saturated with null significance
change in behavior. The level variable distribution is spread from 0-10 years instead 0-5
years just to give a big view over larger period of time. In Case Study # 4.2, it is
observed, from the system exhibited facts, what number of reliable machines will be
required to accomplish the task or producing a similar family of parts. When the
independent parameters are randomly perturbed to the upper bound during the Monte
Carlo simulation for sensitivity analysis then the distribution shows us the fact that
increasing the number of parts more machinery will be required with reliability of
availability for completing the task, which is an extrinsic variable. As the analysis is
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spread 0-100 time units, on the horizontal axis, which shows that steady growth from very
beginning and this phenomenon is continuous as the random generation of individual
traces shows us as well as such that at 25 units of time we require 4.5 machines while 50
units of time we need about 6 machines and ratio increasing with passage of time. Here
the level variable number of machine required depends upon the parameter of
independent variables which influences the behavior of the system. The resulting
distribution is negative exponential with the balancing loop which is the goal seeking
behavior of the system. Case Study # 4.3 model displays the behavior of the system when
the EOQ (Economic Order Quantity) is increased by maximizing the daily demand order
the significance change have occurred and the system shows that the less than 50 to more
than 100 products per week will increased. Now the finished goods to the customer show
a steady delivery trend of goods with obvious increase of in the independent variable of
the cost per order. Extrinsic variable provides the fact that lower and upper bound
increasing or decreasing EOQ is similar and achievable with in less than 5 weeks or so,
while later the random variable uniform distribution show saturation with no further
increase in system behavior. The random variable seems to less influencing in the system
as the curve becomes exponentially distributed. Therefore, in order to increase the
capability and capacity new policy needed to be introduced with new intrinsic variables.
In Case Study # 4.4, when daily demand is perturbed, then the EOQ changes from the 165
products per week to about two hundred products per week, and so as the daily with
holding cost increases from 340 to 495 dollars/week. Distribution projects the curve
indicates that about 0-3 weeks the saturation occurs and there is no more further increase
except it becomes stable, provided for the variable parameter remains within same
random limit which was intrinsic to the system. The Monte Carlo simulation run suggests
that for the given random variables the system behavior is same which validates the
model and alongside depicts that lower bound and upper bound random variables projects
the distribution in early couple of week or so say 5 week or something where as the 75%
to 95% variation can occur accordingly in nearly all Level variables resulting in goal seek
behavior showing negative exponential growth. Similarly, in Case Study # 4.5 similar, the
behavior pattern is observed with exception of the fact that the random variables of the
intrinsic value independent variable influences all level variables of the system which
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includes the level variable of total with holding cost, total cost of all parts exhibits the
same behavior pattern in Monte Carlo simulation runs for sensitivity analysis are
completed. But the only noticeable pattern is in the Total Shipment cost, which is
increasing the individual and multivariate sensitivity shows the fact as well. Whereas the
daily demand random variable changes, 95 % occurs starting in the mid couple of weeks
and then progress gradually and so as the total cost level variable. The comparative cost
analysis of the manual and automatic machine feed for assembly suggests that in all the
involved cost oriented scenarios, the expenses occurred on the machine tools are
reasonably higher with the fast change in technology invites further cost implications.
However, the fact is manual labour has its own repercussions involving sociotechnical
behaviour which affects the labour performance. The distribution resulting forms a goal
seek behaviour with negative exponential growth. The research result give us better
picture of the DFA and DFM by using the system dynamic modeling and sensitivity of
multivariate and individual traces dictates the decision maker to look through the whole
system. In Case Study # 4.6, the intrinsic variables of total number of parts, number of
sub-assembly components and ratio of affords made along with DFA variable exhibits
the goal seek behavior of negative exponential growth. As it is observed from the Monte
Carlo simulation as well that the independent variables are influential with the parameters
of upper and lower bound random variable values which are defined for extrinsic and
dependent level variable which exhibits the system goal seek behavior by resulting the
exponential growth describes that the complexity index is mature in almost first to 2nd
units of the time and there is no further increase with respect to the boundaries of the
parameters as defined while the simulation completes its required runs. This case study is
being designed for DFA analysis based assembly model of electric car battery to obtain
the complexity indices of assembly. For comparative analysis, the new model is presented
by transforming the existing linear model into a system dynamic model which has
resulted the evolution of the trend and its extremities. Next, the model is further modified
to study the impact of the manual and automatic feeding cost. It is found that with
consideration of the human adaptability to change the learning curve is the core and part
and parcel of the manual assembly process, the complexity increases as well as the time
to assemble and hence the cost as well. Moreover, in this context a Case Study # 4.7, the
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intrinsic random variables of annual cost fraction and cost per station with their random
parameter boundary provides the dependent variable distribution to be a goal seek
behavior which is having negative exponential growth; even when the Monte Carlo
simulation completes its runs similar behavior pattern is observed in the level variable
which exhibits the same behavior as the unit assembly cost for fixed automation variable
apparently; seems reaching its saturation limit owing to the fact that the random variable
upper and lower bound pre-defined limit within the system for intrinsic variable.
Furthermore, in the Case Study # 4.8 the intrinsic variables like assembly time per parts,
number of parts per products and number of hours per shift produces the extrinsic
variable of number of people distribution projects a goal seek behavior as the negative
exponential growth is observed as the system evolution progresses with time. In this
regard the level and extrinsic variable which is dependent on the intrinsic character of the
annual labour cost variable, Intrinsic variable of annual production volume, intrinsic
value of yield rate and number of people influencing the exogenous variable of the unit
cost of the unit cost by manual assembly process. Here the distribution projects the goal
seek behavior which is depicted in the Monte Carlo sensitivity run completes. However,
the system evolution shows saturation of the projection owing to its upper and lower
bound of random variable limit with negative exponential growth in the beginning of the
unit of the time for both of the dependent level variables of the system. Furthermore, Case
Study # 4.9 , in which the independent variables like assembled products fastenings, high
level plant supplies, missing parts, low level ordinary plant supplies and storage of
physical components are the variables which are independent and while physical
component ramp up for ram-up is a dependent level variable. The Monte Carlo sensitivity
runs exhibits a goal seek behavior pattern which is having negative exponential growth
influencing the system. which is considerable owing to the random variables upper and
lower bound limit as such that shows the fact that the saturation start quite early while
evolution of unit of time is observed which is the indicator of the fact that the issues will
be at the beginning as the ramp up operation seeks to proceed, and as there is no
fluctuation in the extended final time horizon which means there is no further change in
the system because of the intrinsic variables has low influence on the system behavior.
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Lastly, In this case study 4.10 the intrinsic variable value of the independent variable such
as equipment overhead ratio, equipment pay back, feeder cost, time spend in number of
shifts and their respective dependent level variable value of total feed cost with max feed
intrinsic variable value provides a goal seek behavior distribution projection with
negative exponential growth in character. While similar behavior pattern is observed as
the goal seek behavior is exhibited with the extrinsic level variable value of the dependent
variable like the total cost of manually loaded Magazine. Whereas the independent
variable intrinsic value in terms of capital investment and cost of Magazine along with the
independent variable of rate of assembly workers, average cycle time and average manual
assembly time per parts, in fact all the parts of the system together exhibits the same
behavior pattern which is negative exponential growth progresses as the Monte Carlo
simulation completes its run with in the random variable defined upper and lower bound
limits of the system. However, total cost of assembly worker as the dependent level
variable of the system exhibits quit opposite character where the distribution projection
shows the goal seek behavior with positive exponential growth with declined character in
its goal seek behavior as exhibit.
Finally, a novel suggestive comprehensive model is developed and analyzed with human
behavior attributes. Some of these attributes were adopted from various core attributes of
the Porter’s theory of Motivation. While, some other important attributes such as nature
vs. nurturing, genetic vs. learned IQ are also incorporated for consideration and analysis.
This comprehensive model introduces and highlights all the major impacts of the
motivation theory such as with given intrinsic and extrinsic rewards to the labor provides
a complete understanding of the behavior pattern of the labour. As a result, it is found that
the motivated workers have enhanced labor performance which can help in reducing the
time period and cost of the ramp-up process. In this context, Case Study # 6.1 based on
Motivation theory application has been carried out with indigenous novelty. The result of
base run distribution has projected that when the rewards are reduced then the parameters
intrinsic and extrinsic rewards with their core values the set distribution projections which
enable us to understand that sharp decline of the goal seek behavior of positive
exponential growth. As the satisfaction dependable level variables shows drops and so as
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the personality traits just switching the rewards when distribution is projected over time.
Next, the Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis enable us to understand the fact that the same if
the reward is decreased from the 75% to 95% of the case approaching less than 50 units
when reward is decreased, while in the case of higher rewards demonstrated behavior
significantly higher for above 50 units when 75% to 95% shows the behavior pattern of
random variables upper and lower bound limits of which is embedded in the system under
study. The behavior of the system as exhibited found goal seek with negative exponential
growth as the negative feedback loop seeks balance and stasis. However, the level
variable of extrinsic value demonstrated the distribution projection behavior as a goal
seek with positive exponential decay for the given random variable parameters upper and
lower bound as defined in the system. It has been observed that with higher amount of
reward attracts more for the change but that change brings the higher level of satisfaction,
and the curve fitting seems mature and saturated. Like sponge cannot take more water.
Now if the reward is gradually increased with passage of time, will increase with the
same ratio, because of reason a person cannot be motivated all the time as excitement
may be increased with the passage of time gradually and it is better than reaching at
ascertain saturation. For instant for bigger incentive with expectation of employ behavior
change will make them saturated quickly. While on the other hand with normal work load
a significantly balanced small portion of reward will continuously improve the behavior,
nobody can work twice equal proportion learning with the amount of time that will
become saturated. New knowledge should be a small portion of the normal work load to
keep a person motivated. Otherwise saturation will occur instead of generalizing
incentives there should be group wise change in the process of learning, if one is achieved
then next phase of learning to be brought obviously this within the context of the ramp up
where sociotechnical aspect of motivation and satisfaction are highly desirable.
Therefore, it is concluded that sociotechnical elements especially the labor learning and
motivation factors are not only significant for timely development of continuous and
dynamic fast ramp up processes but also have non-linear complexity indices owing to the
design and manufacturing process complexity. Also, it is suggested that the product and
processes involved in the ramp up envisages greater care right from the beginning and
goes hands and gloves with R&D to develop solutions to the complexity indices of the
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non-linear sociotechnical elements of the system considering hard and soft enablers in
focus. The final conclusion is that the evolution of complexity of system of systems
(SOS) transforms into a large scale sociotechnical system when it comes to fast
manufacturing ramp-up phase which proves our hypothesis and thesis statement.
Finally, this research recommends the following for the future challenges which are
needed to be explored as such:
1)

Human behaviour model which generally referred to as the factor five model
if integrated by using system dynamic for labour behaviour modeling in order to
study individual behavior in long time projection which can depict the
personality type in to a dynamic perspective and hence this can be a vital
contribution asset for the management to understand the man machine and
work task relation in a new way.

2)

Future work can be extended to the other associated facts of the sociotechnical
system with particular influence of design, manufacturing and system level. No
doubt the designer can be biased and so as the technical personnel that is why the
human resources has to keep the performance level and its ranking for everyone
impartially which is obviously very tricky scenario to cope with.

3)

Absenteeism is a challenge and an important issue to be incorporated along with
the study by implementing factor-5 personality pillars of traits modeling
especially for public organizations.

4)

Finally, a complete system of systems (SOS) based study involving single product
needed to be performed which not only involve socitiotechnical element of
assembly and disassembly levels by applying DFA and DFM principles and
their respective complexity indices projections as well as also include the
aggregate planning and lot sizing capacity and supply chain in bound and out
bound routing quality and learning issues with market dynamics will be an added
asset for quick understanding the behaviours for maintaining a competitive edge
through multi faceted and multi focus analysis by using system dynamics.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A Glossary of useful Important Terms
System
A system "an integrated set of elements that accomplishes a defined objective purposes.
Next, these elements include products like wise (hardware, software, firmware), processes
(policies, laws, procedures), people (managers, analysts, skilled workers), information
(data, reports, media), techniques (algorithms, inspections, maintenance), facilities
(hospitals, manufacturing plants, mail distribution centers), services (evacuation,
telecommunications, quality assurance), and other support elements".
System Thinking
System thinking is a kind of holistic philosophical capability of uncovering critical
System Structure such as boundaries, inputs, output, Spatial Orientation process structure
and complex interaction of system with their Environment.
System Functionality
Systems have interconnected and interacting elements that perform systems functions to
meet the needs of consumers for products and services. Systems have objectives that are
achieved by system functions. Systems interact with their environment thereby creating
effects on stakeholders.
System Engineering
Systems require systems thinking that uses a systems engineering thought process.
Systems use technology that is developed by engineers from all engineering disciplines.
It is a holistic, logically structured sequence of cognitive activities that support system
design, system analysis, and system decision making to maximize the value delivered by
a system to its stake holder for resources.
System Life Cycle
Systems have a system life cycle containing elements of risk that are managed
throughout this life cycle by engineering managers. Systems require systems decisions,
analysis by systems engineers, and decisions made by engineering managers.

System Dynamics
System dynamics is a tool to help address complex issues involving delays, feedback, and
nonlinearities, system dynamics is a methodology for studying and managing complex
feedback systems, such as one finds in business and other social systems.
System Complexity
The science of complexity has many origins in many disciplines. Complex Systems are
composed of a certain amount of entities which interacting together. A system behavior is
said to be complex if the system is difficult to analyze predict or manage. On the other
hand system is said to be complex structurally when the number of parts are large and
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their relative inter connection is intricate and hard to describe. System that are composed
of the complex structure usually behave complex as well.
Time Independent Real Complexity
Real complexity and imaginary complexity—are defined to deal with real uncertainty and
imaginary uncertainty, respectively. In the time-independent situation, there are two kinds
of complexity, real complexity and imaginary complexity, which are orthogonal to each
other. Total complexity defined to be the vector sum of the real and the imaginary
complexities.
Time Dependent Imaginary complexity
Imaginary complexity is defined as uncertainty that is not real uncertainty, but arises
because of the designer's lack of knowledge and understanding of a specific design itself.
For example, a combination lock is easy to open once we know the sequence of numbers
we have to activate, but in the absence of the information on the combination, it would
appear to be complex. This uncertainty, which is not real but associated with the lack of
knowledge, is defined as the imaginary complexity.
Time Dependent Periodic complexity
In the time-dependent complexity arena, there are two kinds of complexity, combinatorial
complexity and periodic complexity. In a system that is subject to combinatorial
complexity, the uncertainty of the future outcome continues to grow over time, and as a
result, the system cannot have long-term stability and reliability. In the case of systems
with periodic complexity, the system is deterministic and can renew itself over each
period. Therefore, a stable and reliable system must be periodic. A system with timedependent combinatorial complexity can be changed to a system with time-dependent
periodic complexity. The time-dependent periodic complexity requires that a set of
functions repeat periodically. At the beginning of each period, the initial state of the
system (i.e., the FRs) must be determined to reinitialize the system. The functional
periodicity can be obtained by many different means: temporally, geometrically,
biologically, chemically, thermally, and electrically. Also they can be controlled by
manufacturing processes, information processes, and circadian cycles.
Complicated Systems

It is referred as many elements and many inter-dependencies; the most important of all
the system behavior is deterministic. The is said to be complicated when large number of
parts and variety of system elements involved. But in this case the system variety and
their interdependent parts can be ascertained at minimum level which is thus not
complex. It is pertinent to note the fact solving complicated tasks can be achieved through
an descriptive approach using models, methods, planning and simulation.
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Simple Systems
It is describe as the system which is composed of the few elements, which holds the
interdependences, and have behavior possibilities.3 A simple is the one which is easily
knowable.
Complex Systems
It is the system which holds few elements and inter-dependencies; but it entails the high
number of behavior possibilities and hence the entire controllability of the system is not
possible. But in a system where as the complicated part is characterized by prediction the
complex part of the production system is then hence categories due to its characteristics
by its unpredictable behavior and owing to its undeterminable nature. In short, complexity
exists when emergence comes in to action.
Complex and Complicated Systems
This is the one which is composed of the elements and does have interdependence ; but
high changeability of system elements over time. A car is complex and complicated
product system like wise airplanes and commuter trains etc
Linear Growth of System
It is the system which follow a straight line plot while the slop goes either up or down.
But if the system exhibits the growth or decay then sum of all in flow in the stock of
system minus all out flow of the system must be constant. It is the system in which the
stock of the system which is constant changes over time. If the system constant value is
+ve then the growth is linear and if the constant value is -ve then decay is linear. If the
constant suppose is zero then the stock of the system will remain constant throughout the
time.
Exponential Growth or Decay
If the stock of the system increases then the growth is exponential while the stock of the
system decreases then the decay is exponential. The bucket example where water volume
with time decreases and represents the example of the exponential decay. Similarly the
GDP growth can represent exponentially the growth of commodities market to grow
exponentially as higher ends of wealth bring new consumptions of the market products
which grows exponentially as the middle class become stronger in the society. this is
similar to the mating period where the growth of the mice is double exponentially as long
as they survive.
Logistic Growth
It occurs when the system exhibits the exponential growth behavior in such a way that the
given constraint facilitates the growth patterns and then max. level is achieved while the
system reaches a sustaining state here the further growth is halt and system maintains a
steady state growth and do maintains that sustainably for a longer period of time.
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Appendix -B Basic IDEFo concept based analogy model for Ramp-up
Cost control
Quality control
Productivity
Control
Reliability Control
Capital and
resources
Investment

Bussiness
Technical &
Social
Knowledge
Data Base

Make to Order
Capability, Customization
Quality improvement
Functionality Tools & plant
Scalability issues for Target
Production
Shorter life Cycle of product

A01
A11
Logical and Soft Mechanism
Physical and Hard Mechanism
Annual Yields
Man and machine Know How
Learning curve

Stakeholders
investment
Variation in demand
New market segment
Niche markets
Customization
Personalization

Need for
NPD
A02

Manufacturing System
Mechanism
Product Variety & Plate form
New Technology and Design
Sales and Revenue

Cost of Goods
Total cost of
Sales
Cost of
Inventories
A/c
Recieveables

Turn Over
Current On
Asset's

Maintaining System balance
Frequency of Capacity Addition
External & Internal Sources of
Capacity
M/c Tools and plants Flexibility,
Supply Chain reliability ,Quality
and productivity

Manufacturing
Ramp up

Scalability
Functionality
Make to
Order

A03
Logical and Soft A31
Mechanism
Physical and Hard
Mechanism
Flexible plant
Flexible workers
Flexible machinery

Return on
Investment
A06
Revenue
Sales
Total Assets
Man &
Machine
Energy Hours

Total profit
Gain Over
Stake
holders
investors
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High Quality
Lean Cost
Market Fluctuations
Flexibility
Resilience
Robustness
Less maintenance to
Adjustability

Plant
Capacity
Planning

WIP
Inventory
A04
Modularity Short Term
Variety mechanism
Long Term
Mechanism
Intermediate scale
Plate form based
product
High through
put Reliability of
Supply Chain
and Agility

Cost control
Inventory Control
Market
Fluctuation
Supply and
demand
Annual yields for
forecasting
Economic
Order
Quantity
A05
Mass customization
Mass Personalization
Capital to provide
Soft and Hard Enablers
Social and Technical
Support mechanism

Basic IDEFo concept based analogy model for Ramp-up
Technological Change
Business activity With other stack holder
Time and Cost Control
Shorter Product life Cycle
Quality Revenue and sale
Customer need satisfaction
Supply chain and Logistics
Enhance quality
Avoid Product Re calls
Production Targets
Knowledge
Systematic
base for
intelligent
Decission
Planning
Suport
New Metrics
System
Ramp up
Advanced Assessment tool
purpose
A11
Emissions and Ecological Waste
Errors & Mistakes
Shortest product Change time
in design
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Time to create value
Skills Set Mechanism
Competitors NPD
Time to market for customer
Out Sourcing Mechanism Loss of Sales
Make to order
Collaboration mechanism forQuality Issues
distributed production
New Product
Procurement Tool and plants Improvement of Service
design Material
Know how Process
and Productivity
& Process
Functionality
Self learning
Incentive Mechanism
Self Awareness
Value Creation for service Decentralized of Ramp up
Production
Self Adoptation
Manufacturing Improved
design for product life cycle Tier-1 and Tier-2
A13
Suppliers
High Quality Manufacturing
Markets
Huge Out Sourcing of Parts
Fluctuation
MRP,ERP,PLM database
NPD Launch
Repositories
New Process plan and
product variety

Lean per
unit cost
Control
RPP
APP
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System
Enablers
A14

Logical & Soft
Enablers
Physical and Hard
Enablers

Cost per unit Control
Lead Time , cycle Time
Lean waste
Reliability
New process plan for T& P
Equipment Utilization
Facility for feed the stock
RPP & APP

High through put
High Quality
High Agility

Ramp Up
System
Configuration
A15

Reconfigurability
Covert ability, Scalability
CAM and CIM,Adjustability
RMT-Reconfigurable Machine tools
RMS-Reconfigurable manufacturing System
RAM-Reconfigurable assembly method
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Appendix C Modern Modeling Tools for Systems Dynamics
Modeling Tools
System dynamics was developed in 1950 by Jay W. Forrester in Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT). System dynamics simulation is performed to learn about the
dynamics of the system behavior. Using system dynamics helps in understanding the
behavior and evolution of complex systems over time where the state of the system is the
function at the current time , while the state of the system at the previous time instance ,
and time which changes between the two. Following are the major tools which are used in
Industry and academia. most famous are as such, Analytica, Any logic, VisSim, Vensim,
i- think , Power Sim, etc.
Analytica
Analytica’s influence diagrams make models easier to create, communicate, and
maintain. It’s easy to develop a graphical user interface that permits clients to do scenario
analysis with little effort. Analytica offers an efficient and effective framework, which
stems from its intelligent array algorithm. It offers users the flexibility to start simple, and
extend to multi-dimensional models. It also allows for greater responsiveness to
stakeholder’s requests for new scenarios or technologies with minimal effort. Analytica
has been used for policy Analysis , business modeling and risk analysis, areas in which it
is being used includes the health energy pharmaceuticals, environmental risk, emission
policy analysis wild life planning, R & D planning and portfolio management, financial
services, aerospace, manufacturing and environmental health impact assessment. It also
support the system dynamic, MonteCarlo Simulation, array abstraction, Linear and Non
linear optimization. It uses the influence diagrams to define , navigate and document
models.[1]
Anylogic
Any Logic is a simulation tool that supports most of the common simulation
methodologies in place today: System Dynamics, Process-centric Discrete Event, and
Agent Based modeling. The unique flexibility of the modeling language enables the user
to capture the complexity and heterogeneity of business, economic and social systems to
any desired level of detail. Any Logic’s graphical interface, tools, and library objects
allow you to quickly model diverse areas such as manufacturing and logistics, business
processes, human resources, consumer and patient behavior. Any Logic's visual
development environment significantly speeds up the development process The included
object libraries provide the ability to quickly incorporate pre-built simulation elements
Reusability through fully object oriented structure A visual integrated development
environment makes it easy to convert from other widely used IDEs to Any Logic Prebuilt object libraries show how the experts did. Those objects can be easily reused. The
native Java environment provides multi-platform support. Both the Any Logic IDE and
models work on Windows, Mac and Linux. You don’t need a runtime license — with one
click you can generate a Java applet that allows users to run a model anywhere An Any
Logic model is completely separable from the development environment and can be
exported as a standalone Java application. Develop agent-based, system dynamics,
discrete-event, continuous and dynamic system models, in any combination, with one tool
Any Logic supports the seamless integration of discrete and continuous simulations.
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application areas include the Supply Chains, Logistics, Healthcare and pharmacy,
marketing and competition, manufacturing and production, pedestrian flows airports,
stations, malls transportation and warehousing project, asset management business
processes and service systems railroads, military and defense, IT and telecom strategic
Planning and Management , Social , Processes. The native Java environment supports
limitless extensibility including custom Java code, external libraries, and external data
sources. An extensive statistical distribution function set provides an excellent platform
for simulating the uncertainty inherent in all systems. A powerful experimental
framework, built-in support for Monte Carlo simulations and advanced forms of
optimization support a wide variety of simulation approaches.[2]
Vis Sim
VisSim™ is a block diagram language for creating complex nonlinear dynamic systems.
To create a model, simply drag blocks in the workspace and connect them with wires.
Then click the Go button to initiate your simulation. The response is instantaneous. You
can choose to display your response in 2D or 3D plots, gauges, bar charts, meters, digital
readouts, and even 3D animated scenes. All are driven in real time using the VisSim
engine. VisSim's highly tuned math engine executes your diagram directly with no
compilation delay. By combining the simplicity and clarity of a block diagram interface
with a high-performance mathematical engine, VisSim provides fast and accurate
solutions for linear, nonlinear, continuous time, discrete time, SISO, MIMO, multi-rate,
and hybrid systems. With VisSim's wide selection of block operations and expression
handling, complex systems can be quickly entered into VisSim. VisSim's tightly
integrated development platform makes it easy to pass freely among the stages of model
construction, simulation, optimization, and validation. This means you can create virtual
prototypes on your desktop and make sure they're working properly before committing to
the design. And because VisSim eliminates traditional programming, your learning time is
minimal.[3]
Vensim
It is the best system dynamic tool which is used for the business dynamics and its
behavior studies. Forester (2000) and Arafa (2011) used this tool in their work for
modeling. The best aspect of modeling the discrete variable and continuous variable can
be made simply by defining the random variable. However, more complex problems
require the professional level programming and practice to reach a level of perfection. It
has built in full modeling language controls and its DSS version comes with full
functionality while for student a free version is also available with limited functionality
level to make one go. Other software tool like i-think and power-sim can be used for the
same purpose but has some differences of control and codal procedure and built in
libraries are different icons are different and off course the assembly language and their
respective algorithm are different with which they take the user input in their interface.
References:
[1] http://www.lumina.com/
[2] http://www.anylogic.com/overview.
[3] http://www.vissim.com/products/vissim.html
[4] http://vensim.com/
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Appendix D Simulation Control Parameters of Selected Ram-up Model Problems
This appendix presents the model sketch back end programming controls and parameters. This is
the language code which can also be changed and command and functions can be define in the
run time environment. This provides flexibility and more user friendly approach to the molder
who can make changes not from just drop down menus only but at the professional programming
level new algorithms can also be created when programmer writes his own programming code.
The programming controls are integrated with the C language which makes this application
software to communicate with the operating system software commands outside the domain of
the programming which makes the arithmetic logical unit to understand the input and proceed for
the output as desired by the modeler. Here, assembly language of the programme is very cool as it
is not as complex as the java virtual engines which facilitates the entire process irrespective of the
plate form of operating system. Only, important thing, this user friendly environment is comes
with Vensim DSS version only. Off course, it is not like Linux Red-Hat operating system which
keeps improving throughout the globe being having an open source code. However, initial
learning version offered by Vensim PLE is free for educational purpose only, but PLE+ with
multivariate simulation feature is not free. But both version does not support this facility to
manipulate the programs in run time environment by just saving changes while keep developing.

Model-1
2.5
~
~

Million Products/Year
|

Economic order Quantity= INTEG (
(Procurement Cost of RAS*Annual
Cost*Price of Each Product\
)^1/2,
Present capacity)
~
Products/Year
~
|

usage

Present capacity=
8.75*10^3
~
Products/Year
~
|
Price of Each Product=
15.5*10^3
~
Dollars/Product
~
|
Procurement Cost of RAS=
34.8
~
Million Dollars
~
|
Rate of Carrying Cost=
0.0036*1/100*Economic order Quantity
~
Dollars/Product
~
|
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Target/Rate

of

Carrying

********************************************************
.Control
********************************************************~
Simulation Control Parameters
|
FINAL TIME
~
~
|

= 10
Year
The final time for the simulation.

INITIAL TIME = 0
~
Year
~
The initial time for the simulation.
|
SAVEPER

=
TIME STEP
~
Year [0,?]
~
The frequency with which output is stored.
|

TIME STEP
~
~
|

= 1
Year [0,?]
The time step for the simulation.

\\\---/// Sketch information - do not modify anything except names
V300 Do not put anything below this section - it will be ignored
*View 1
$192-192-192,0,Times New Roman|12||0-0-0|0-0-0|0-0-255|-1--1--1|-1--1-1|96,96,100,0
10,1,Economic order Quantity,488,534,51,34,3,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,2,Procurement Cost of RAS,428,387,58,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,3,Annual usage Target,636,396,43,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
12,4,48,233,531,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,5,7,1,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(391,531)|
1,6,7,4,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(288,531)|
11,7,48,340,531,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,8,Rate of Carrying Cost,340,558,53,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
12,9,48,825,539,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,10,12,9,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(749,539)|
1,11,12,1,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(605,539)|
11,12,48,677,539,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,13,Price of Each Product,677,566,43,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,14,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(471,437)|
1,15,3,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(612,465)|
12,16,48,468,693,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,17,19,1,4,0,0,22,0,0,1,-1--1--1,,1|(468,594)|
1,18,19,16,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(468,658)|
11,19,48,468,626,8,6,33,3,0,0,4,0,0,0
10,20,Present capacity,528,626,52,11,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,21,1,8,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(420,610)|
MODEL-2
Cost per part=
5
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~
~

Dollar/Product
|

Daily Demand of Products Quantity=
100
~
Product/week
~
|
Daily holding cost per part=
4
~
Dollars/week
~
With holding Cost in store
|
Economic order Quantity= INTEG (
((Fixed Cost Per Order*Daily Demand of Products Quantity)*(1/Daily
holding cost per part\
))^0.5+Finished Goods to Customer,
0)
~
Product/week
~
|
Finished Goods to Customer=
Rate of Demand by customer-Economic order Quantity
~
Product/week
~
|
Fixed Cost Per Order=
200
~
Dollars/week
~
Carrying Cost
|
Rate of Demand by customer=
100
~
Product/week
~
|
********************************************************
.Control
********************************************************~
Simulation Control Parameters
|
FINAL TIME
~
~
|

= 54
week
The final time for the simulation.

INITIAL TIME = 0
~
week
~
The initial time for the simulation.
|
SAVEPER

=
TIME STEP
~
week [0,?]
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~
|
TIME STEP
~
~
|

The frequency with which output is stored.
= 0.25
week [0,?]
The time step for the simulation.

\\\---/// Sketch information - do not modify anything except names
V300 Do not put anything below this section - it will be ignored
*View 1
$192-192-192,0,Times New Roman|12||0-0-0|0-0-0|0-0-255|-1--1--1|-1--1-1|96,96,100,0
10,1,Economic order Quantity,789,436,43,25,3,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,2,Daily Demand of Products Quantity,611,455,58,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,3,Cost per part,378,472,43,11,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,4,Daily holding cost per part,505,337,55,30,8,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,5,Fixed Cost Per Order,751,303,49,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
12,6,48,1072,437,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,7,9,6,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1007,437)|
1,8,9,1,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(886,437)|
11,9,48,947,437,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,10,Finished Goods to Customer,947,464,59,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,11,5,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(784,371)|
1,12,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(693,464)|
1,13,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(638,365)|
1,14,1,10,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(851,505)|
10,15,Rate of Demand by customer,958,583,62,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,16,15,10,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(983,528)
Model-3
Daily demand of Parts=
500/Time required to complete the Parts
~
Products/Minuts
~
|
Machine reliability for Production=
1*Number of machine Required
~
Machines/Minuts
~
|
Number of machine Required= INTEG (
(Daily demand of Parts*1/Machine reliability for Production*1/Time
Required To Complete The Task
),
1)
~
Machines/Minuts
~
|
Time required to complete the Parts=
12.2
~
Minuts
~
|
Time Required To Complete The Task=
1000
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~
~
|

Minuts
working time per day

********************************************************
.Control
********************************************************~
Simulation Control Parameters
|
FINAL TIME
~
~
|

= 100
Minute
The final time for the simulation.

INITIAL TIME = 0
~
Minute
~
The initial time for the simulation.
|
SAVEPER

=
TIME STEP
~
Minute [0,?]
~
The frequency with which output is stored.
|

TIME STEP
~
~
|

= 0.5
Minute [0,?]
The time step for the simulation.

\\\---/// Sketch information - do not modify anything except names
V300 Do not put anything below this section - it will be ignored
*View 1
$192-192-192,0,Times New Roman|12||0-0-0|0-0-0|0-0-255|-1--1--1|-1--1-1|96,96,100,0
10,1,Daily demand of Parts,956,334,56,22,8,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,2,Number of machine Required,830,425,45,30,3,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
12,3,48,602,415,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,4,6,2,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(746,415)|
1,5,6,3,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(653,415)|
11,6,48,701,415,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,7,Machine reliability for Production,701,442,58,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,8,1,2,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(944,403)|
1,9,2,7,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(791,486)|
10,10,Time Required To Complete The Task,767,290,71,30,8,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,11,10,2,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(779,306)|
10,12,Time required to complete the Parts,935,203,59,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,13,12,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(994,255)|
MODEL-4
Cost of All Parts=
Total Costof All Parts
~
Dollar/Product
~
|
daily holding Cost=
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Total With holding Cost
~
Dollars/week
~
|
Total Costof All Parts= INTEG (
(Cost per part*Daily Demand
Parts,
0)
~
Dollars/week
~
|

of

Products

Quantity)-Cost

of

All

Total With holding Cost= INTEG (
(Daily holding cost per part*Economic order Quantity)*1/2-daily
holding Cost,
0)
~
Dollars/week
~
|
Cost per part=
5
~
Dollar/Product
~
|
Daily Demand of Products Quantity=
100
~
Product/week
~
|
Daily holding cost per part=
4
~
Dollars/week
~
With holding Cost in store
|
Economic order Quantity= INTEG (
((Fixed Cost Per Order*Daily Demand of Products Quantity)*(1/Daily
holding cost per part\
))^0.5+Finished Goods to Customer,
0)
~
Product/week
~
|
Finished Goods to Customer=
Rate of Demand by customer-Economic order Quantity
~
Product/week
~
|
Fixed Cost Per Order=
200
~
Dollars/week
~
Carrying Cost
|
Rate of Demand by customer=
100
~
Product/week
~
|
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********************************************************
.Control
********************************************************~
Simulation Control Parameters
|
FINAL TIME
~
~
|

= 54
week
The final time for the simulation.

INITIAL TIME = 0
~
week
~
The initial time for the simulation.
|
SAVEPER

=
TIME STEP
~
week [0,?]
~
The frequency with which output is stored.
|

TIME STEP
~
~
|

= 0.25
week [0,?]
The time step for the simulation.

\\\---/// Sketch information - do not modify anything except names
V300 Do not put anything below this section - it will be ignored
*View 1
$192-192-192,0,Times New Roman|12||0-0-0|0-0-0|0-0-255|-1--1--1|-1--1-1|96,96,100,0
10,1,Economic order Quantity,939,445,43,25,3,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,2,Daily Demand of Products Quantity,589,409,58,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,3,Cost per part,780,103,43,11,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,4,Daily holding cost per part,816,332,57,19,8,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
10,5,Fixed Cost Per Order,689,502,49,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
12,6,48,1300,425,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,7,9,6,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1245,430)|
1,8,9,1,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1085,430)|
11,9,48,1194,430,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,10,Finished Goods to Customer,1194,457,59,19,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,11,5,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(755,450)|
1,12,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(759,406)|
1,13,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(873,420)|
1,14,1,10,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1081,399)|
10,15,Rate of Demand by customer,1062,534,62,19,8,3,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,16,15,10,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1142,503)|
10,17,Total Cost of All Parts,750,225,48,26,3,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
1,18,3,17,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(737,196)|
1,19,2,17,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(635,324)|
12,20,48,447,221,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,21,23,20,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(515,221)|
1,22,23,17,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(643,221)|
11,23,48,579,221,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,24,Cost of All Parts,579,240,53,11,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
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10,25,Total With holding Cost,960,268,48,30,3,131,0,0,0,0,0,0
12,26,48,1267,269,10,8,0,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,27,29,26,4,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1197,269)|
1,28,29,25,100,0,0,22,0,0,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1067,269)|
11,29,48,1132,269,6,8,34,3,0,0,1,0,0,0
10,30,daily holding Cost,1132,288,56,11,40,3,0,0,-1,0,0,0
1,31,25,30,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(1066,229)|
1,32,4,25,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(865,278)|
1,33,1,25,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(988,360)|
1,34,17,24,1,0,0,0,0,64,0,-1--1--1,,1|(650,190)|

Appendix E Mapping Important Relationship of Selected Ram-up Model Problems
Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Daily holding cost per part
(Economic order Quantity)

Finished Goods to Customer

Rate of Demand by customer

Economic order Quantity

Fixed Cost Per Order

(Total Costof All Parts)

Cost of All Parts
Cost per part

Total Costof All Parts

Daily Demand of Products Quantity

Time required to complete the Parts
(Number of machine Required)

Daily demand of Parts

Machine reliability for Production

Number of machine Required

Time Required To Complete The Task

Daily demand of Parts
(Machine reliability for Production)

Number of machine Required

Time Required To Complete The Task
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Machine reliability for Production

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Daily holding Cost per Part

Economic Order Quantity

(Finished Goods to Customer)

Finished Goods to Customer

Fixed Cost Per Order
Rate of Demand by Customer

Annual usage Target
Present capacity
Price of Each Product

Economic order Quantity

Rate of Carrying Cost

Procurement Cost of RAS
(Rate of Carrying Cost)

Annual usage Target
Present capacity
Price of Each Product

Economic order Quantity

Procurement Cost of RAS
(Economic order Quantity)

Rate of Carrying Cost

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Daily holding cost per part
(Finished Goods to Customer)

Economic order Quantity

Finished Goods to Customer

Fixed Cost Per Order
Rate of Demand by customer

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Daily holding cost per part
(Economic order Quantity)
Rate of Demand by customer

Finished Goods to Customer
Fixed Cost Per Order
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Economic order Quantity

Cost of All Parts
Cost per part

Total Costof All Parts

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Economic order Quantity
(Daily Demand of Products Quantity)

Total Shiping Cost

Fixed Cost Per Order

TOTAL COST

Shipping Daily cost
(Economic order Quantity)
daily holding Cost

Total With holding Cost

Daily holding cost per part
(TOTAL COST)

Over all Cost

(Daily Demand of Products Quantity)
Daily holding cost per part

Economic order Quantity

Finished Goods to Customer
(Fixed Cost Per Order)

Daily Demand of Products Quantity

Total Shiping Cost

Fixed Cost Per Order
(Total Shiping Cost)

Shipping Daily cost

rate of Daily Shiping cost

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
(Daily holding cost per part)

Economic order Quantity

Finished Goods to Customer

Total With holding Cost

Fixed Cost Per Order
(Total With holding Cost)

daily holding Cost

Daily holding cost per part

(Total Costof All Parts)

Cost of All Parts
Cost per part

Total Costof All Parts

Daily Demand of Products Quantity

Daily Demand of Products Quantity
Daily holding cost per part
(Economic order Quantity)
Rate of Demand by customer

Finished Goods to Customer
Fixed Cost Per Order
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Economic order Quantity

Comulative Unit Number
(Number Of Direct Labour Hours)
Learning rate

Labour Hours

Number Of Direct Labour Hours

Learning Index

Number Of hours requires to produce Ist Unit

Annual Production Volume per year
Average cost per station in the Machine assuming one station per part
Down Time fractions per shift
Efficiency of Machine Operation

Unit Assembly Cost Model for Fixed Automation

Fraction of Machine cost Allocated per year
fractions per shift
Yield percentage of Acceptable products Units

Annual Labour Cost
Annual Production Volume
Number Of People

Total Number of People

Percentage of the products cleared by Quality inspection

Unit Assembly Cost By Mannual Process

Yield rate

Average mannual Assembly time per part
Average station cycle time
Capital Investment

Total Cost of manually Loaded Magazine

Cost of the maxine

Total Cost of Assembly Worker

Number of Shifts
(Rate of the assembly worker)
Mannual handling and Insertion Time
Rate of the assembly worker

Equipment over Head Ratio
Equipment pay Back in months
Feeder Cost

Feeding Equipment rate

Time Spend in no of shift

Total Feeding Cost

Total Shifts
Max Feed rate

Acquired from Environment
Inhearent charater ( Genetic)
(Personality Traits)
Satisfaction

Rate of Personality trait
Rate of Satisfaction
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Personality Traits

Appendix F Key Words Based Literature Search
The Following key words search which have been made and results are in matrices format
prepared for ease of readers to follow their trail of references for further interest. These
key words are as such: Life cycle of product, Frequency of ramp-up, Commonality of the
products, Plate form technology, Product Complexity, Product variety, Product
architecture and technology, Production method and technology used, and Industrial Setup. Large numbers of papers have been found in literature which has very broad spectrum
of research. But unfortunately there is dearth of meaningful related papers to our ramp up
SOS based sociotechnical research focus. In case of each of key words there exist number
of papers out of which very few were selected and their notable contribution is presented
in the tabulated form in this Appendix F for readers. Business databases Scopus,
Compendix and Inspec were used for search mostly with specific key words as such:

Serial
No

Key Word Frequency of Ramp Up Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year

1

Dombrowski,
U. et al(2011)

Descriptive

2

Dombrowski,
U. et al(2009)

Descriptive

3

Swanekamp, R.

Experimental

4

Musch, T.
et al. (2000)

(1995)

Experimental

This paper discuses the frequency of
production with making relative link with
ramp up. It advocates the lean production
system by giving description to lean ramp
up product development.
This paper describes the ramp up scenario
in the small manufacturing enterprise. It
provides the organization model
developed and discusses the lean ramp-up
process.
This paper is experimental and is based
upon the practical of a low aspect ratio
torus experiment (LATE) device.
In this paper a concept of a dual loop
synthesizer is presented based on
fractional divider techniques which is
used for measuring highly linear analog
frequency ramps. A (VNA) Vector
Network Analysis is performed to obtain
more quick measurement.
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Serial
No

Key Word Production Yield Related Literature
Author
Methodolog
Contribution to research
Name/Year
y

1

Baltagi, Y.
(2011)

Descriptive

This paper describes the failure analysis
on the bit map whose production yield is
impacted by the analysis.

2

Pearn, W.L.
(2010)

Descriptive

This paper describes the convolution
method for production yields and
provides useful estimates and information
about the sample size.

Seri
al
No
1

Key Word Commonality of Plate Form Related Literature
Author
Name/Year
Methodology
Contribution to research
Liu, Z.
et al. (2010)

Descriptive
Mathematical

2

Liu, Z.
et al. (2011)

Descriptive
Mathematical

3

Nugroho, Y.K.

Descriptive
Mathematical

Seri
al
No
1

2

(2011)

In this paper the optimization method is
applied to make a trade off between the
commonality configuration, and a frame
work is also proposed
This paper describes the multi plate form
based product family configuration using
commonality index which is coupled
with varieties of the design and
production variation for having increased
manufacturing efficiency.
This paper discusses the build to order
scenario in which product commonality
and simulating by means of model to
represent supplier and manufacturer
communication.

Key Word Product Life Cycle Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year
Sanayei, A.
et al. (2012)

Theoretical

Lee, J.
et al. (2010)

Deterministic
approach

This paper considers control related actions
management, along with the product launch
time , observed budget constraints, and sales
volume, as well as demand and market
requirements during the product life cycle. This
paper is partly theoretical and partly descriptive.
This paper emphasizes the need for the data of
the product to be managed for the whole Life
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3

Xiao-pu Jiang
et al. (2011)

Deterministic

4

Tkachenko, N.;
(2010)

Deterministic

Serial
No

1

Key Word Commonality Of Production Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year

1

Thomas, L.C.
et al. (2003)

Mathematical

2

Wazed, M.A.
et al. (2011)

Mathematical
Descriptive

3

Wazed, M.A.
et al. (2010)

Descriptive

4

Shamsuzzoha
et al.(2009)

Descriptive

5

Tsubone, H.
et al. (1994)

Descriptive

Serial
No

cycle of the product. Where a deterministic
approach has been followed.
This paper is deterministic and discusses the
role of strategy in product life cycle which for
the writer includes many things, such as
marketing strategy, development strategy and
advertising strategies.
It describe the optimization technique for the
quality and associated values.

In this paper a Markov decision model is
used to model production and inventory
for analysis
In this paper process commonality of the
production is introduced in the model by
means of which the cost is being
analyzed due to effects of process
commonality, capacity and scheduling
requirement under uncertainties.
In this paper a mathematical model is
introduced for managing effects of
commonality in multi stage system.
In this paper the commonality value and
its effect on the product variety
management is being made by using the
agile supply & demand.
This paper describes the component parts
commonality and process flexibility in
terms of production and assembly
process.

Key Word Commonality of Plate Form Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year
Liu, Z.
et al. (2011)

Descriptive
Mathematical
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In this paper the optimization method is
applied to make a trade off between the
commonality configuration, a frame
work is also proposed

2

Liu, Z.
et al. (2010)

Descriptive
Mathematical

This paper describes the multi plate
form
based
product
family
configuration using commonality index
which is coupled with varieties of the
design and production variation for
having
increased
manufacturing
efficiency.

3

Nugroho, Y.K.

Descriptive
Mathematical

This paper discusses the Build to order
scenario in which product commonality
and simulating by means of model to
represent supplier and manufacturer
communication.

(2011)

Serial
No

Key Word Scalability Of Production Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Name/Year
Contribution to research

1

Deif, A.M.
et al. (2006)

Descriptive
Analytical

2

Kampker, A.

Theoretical

This paper addresses the reconfigurable
manufacturing issues and a scalability
controller is proposed with dynamic
modeling for analysis and to have
improved results.
This paper advocates the fact that the
cost and quality is not the only factosr
to be rely upon for production of
electric cars but scalability issues may
be focused as well with respect to the
customer value.

et al.(2012)

Serial
No
1

Key Word Product Variety Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year
Stablein, T.
(2011)

Descriptive

2

Van Iwaarden,
J. et al (2012)

Descriptive

3

Luh, DingBang et al.

Descriptive

This paper suggest a novel way to
measure the product variety by using the
average repetition ratio and related
Pareto curve.
This paper describes the effect of
variety and shorter life cycle control by
means of quality through a model which
describes contextual elements are
important
This paper discusses the design process
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(2011)

4

Serial
No

Roy, R. et al
(2011)

Descriptive

Key Word Product Complexity Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year

1

Orfi, N.
et al. (2011)

Descriptive

2

Felipe, J.
(2012)

Descriptive

3

Campbell, M.,
(2010)

Descriptive

4

Closs D.J.
et al. (2010)

Analytical

Serial
No

in concurrent engineering, the planning
model is based on global and local
planning which can be utilized for better
product variety management.
This paper describes a frame work
which is focused on cost and revenue
based analysis for addressing the issue
of making decision on variety and
complexity exists in design.

Life cycle complexity measuring is
discussed and five critical area based
strategy is developed for analysis to
manage life cycle based complexity of
product. A frame work is described as
supporting tool.
This paper gives the interesting co
relation between the complex product
market development in rich economies
and visa vises.
This paper describe the yield in
production of the semi conductors and
related test development with the cost
analysis which is essential for the
sustainable semi conductors
This paper describes a simulation
model which is used to test the theory
of configuration capacity and inventory
level direct impact on performance.

Key Word Ramp Up Production Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year

1

Lanza Gisela,
(2012)

Descriptive

2

Glock, C. H.
et al. (2012)

Pragmatic
Practical

This paper provides an optimization for
the man power needed to cope with the
production ramp up task while
forecasting the dynamic variable which
enables the organization to simulate
economically viable for management.
The model presented in this paper is
focused upon the learning and growth
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3

Nau, B.,R.
et al. (2011)

Descriptive

4

Doltsinis, S.
et al. (2013)

Descriptive

Serial
No

of the demand by lowering production
rate and the work force deployed to the
task of production.
This paper discusses the need for
deploying the hybrid methodology to
sustain the objective of implementing
the technology at the right time for
suitability in to existing manufacturing.
This work proposes a systematic
framework for data preparation, rampup formalization, and performance
measurement. A model for defining the
ramp-up state of a system has been
developed in order to formalize and
capture its condition.

Key Word Commonality of Production Related Literature
Author
Methodology
Contribution to research
Name/Year

1

Thomas, L.C.
et al. (2003)

Mathematical

2

Wazed, M.A.
et al. (2011)

Mathematical
Descriptive

3

Wazed, M.A.
et al. (2010)

Descriptive

4

Shamsuzzoha
(2009)

Descriptive

5

Tsubone, H.
et al. (1994)

Descriptive

In this paper a Markov decision model is
used to model production and inventory
for analysis
In this paper process commonality of the
production is introduced in the model by
means of which the cost is being
analyzed due to effects of process
commonality, capacity and scheduling
requirement under uncertainties.
In this paper a mathematical model is
introduced for managing effects of
commonality in multi stage system.
In this paper the commonality value and
its effect on the product variety
management is being made by using the
agile supply & demand.
This paper describes the component
parts
commonality
and
process
flexibility in terms of production and
assembly process.
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